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Universal and Energy cleaner for all
types of greases. Specially designed
to the cleaning and removing of the
grease from floors, griddles, ovens,
industrial kitchens, smoke extractor,

filters, refineries, weaves, tools and in
general in those activities where it is
necessary to provide universal and

energetic degreaser.

l Cleaning and degreasing of: floors,
kitchen´s griddles, industrial kitchens,

extractors, and in general in those pla-

ces where the presence of an energy

and universal degreaser is required. 

l Generally anywhere with remote and
difficult spots to eliminate.

PROPERTIES

l Great penetrating power.

l Dissolves the oils, greases and the most embedded dirt in
general, extracting and turning them into soluble products and

easily to drag.

l It is not flammable, and it does not help to the combustion. It
does not contain dangerous solvents.

l It is biodegradable, so that it does not contribute to the conta-
mination of the waters or to the environment.

l Controlled sparkling power, so that it results especially easy
its clarified. 

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Depending on the quantity and type of dirt we want to eliminate,

the product will be used pure or diluted in 10 parts of water.

l In kitchen´s griddles:

If there is no excessive dirt, it can be used a dilution of 1 part of

product in 4 of water, proceed to its cleaning, with a mop or a

scourer.

In case of excessive dirt or coal dust, cover the griddle with an

impregnated mop (1 part of product per 2 in water), leave to act

a few minutes and clarify.

l In smoke extractors, tiles and stainless steel furniture:

Use 1 part of product per 6 of water, spray all the surface, leave to

act a few seconds and rinse with abundant water.

l In ovens:

If there is no excessive dirt, follow the previous steps; in case of

abundant dirt, use the pure product, leaving to act 2 minutes

approximately and after that clarify.

l In tools:

Clean by immersion, covering the tools with the dilution of 1 part

of product per6 of water, putting especial attention in the pieces

of aluminum, as an excess of time, it can get them dark.

l In floors:

In the mopped of greasy floors, use 60 cc approximately per

bucket of water (8liters).

l Cleaning and maintenance of air-conditioned machines, with

spray gun, with a dilution of 1:10, leaving to act only a few seconds

and rinse with abundant water immediately.

ENERGY AND SAFELY DEGREASERKINGRAS
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A1

Ref. H1014

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Degreasing cleaner specially for
the elimination of grease, wax,

rests of blood in quartering, dust,
dirt,, rests of insecticide and

weed-killer in fruits, and also in
coloring spots, ink, coal, etc.

l In food industry:
Degreasing and washing of all types of

facilities, tools and machinery.

l In the vegetable and fruit
industry:
Degreasing and washing of all types of

tools and facilities. For the elimination

of residues of insecticide emulsions

and weed-killer in the skill or tegument

of fruits.

l In the general industry:
Elimination of greases, coal, inks, wax,

coloring and dirt with the maximum

guarantee of security.

PROPERTIES

l Possesses the suitable properties to use in the deep cle-
aning that the tools and facilities required on the food

industry.

l Presents a high degreasing power, and a low production
of foam, what makes appropriate in the washes where the

clarified is not easy.

l Once the cleaning action is done, it is easy to eliminate
meanwhile a clarified with water without leaving any resi-

due.

l It does not attack to metallic surfaces, do not damaging
its finish.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It can be applied by immersion, spraying or mopping.

l Cleaning of the skin of fruits: with a wash with stirring
and later clarify with water until the elimination of all the

dirt and rests of product. We recommend to use dilutions

in water between the 10 and 15%.

l Cleaning of industrial tools: it can be used by immersion
or mopping, using dilutions of 1 part of product per 1 of

water until 1 of product per 15 of water.

APLICATIONS

Presentation

A2

Ref. H1006

HIDROSUL SHEEN DEGREASING AGENT

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Energetic degreasing cleaner, for
all types of greases. Specially
indicated in the cleaning and
degreasing of: floors, kitchen

griddles, ovens, industrial
kitchens, smoke extractor, filters,

refineries, etc.

l Cleaning of kitchens in: Hotels,
Restaurants, Cafeterias, Schools, air-

conditioned machines, etc.

l In general in any place where hid-
den spots and difficult to eliminate

exist.

PROPERTIES

l High power of penetration.

l Dissolves the oils, greases and dirt very embedded
in general, extracting and transforming them in solu-
ble products and easy to eliminate with water.

l It is not inflammable, and it does not help to the com-
bustion. It does not contain dangerous solvents.

l It is biodegradable, for this it does not contribute to the
contamination of the waters, or to the environment.

l Controlled foam power, for this, it results especially
comfortable the clarified.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l As degreasing: depending on the quantity and type of
dirt that we want to eliminate, the product will be used

from pure to diluted at the 50% in water.

l By spraying: spray the surface, leave to acts a few
seconds, move it away with a damp mop.

l By rubbing: wet a mop or sponge in the product and rub
doing circles on the surface, collect the dirt with a clean

and damp mop.

l By immersion: introduce the tools in a recipient covering
them with the product diluted in water, leave to act a few

minutes, and after that eliminate with abundant water.

l Scrubbed of floors: 150-180 cc per bucket of water (8
liters)

Do not treat aluminum or galvanized.

l Cleaning and maintenance of air-conditioned machines
with spray gun, with a dilution of 1:10, leaving to act during

a few seconds and clarify immediately with abundant

water.

DESENGRASANTE COCINASKINGRAS-25
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A3

Ref. H1083

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Detergent for the wash of dinner
service and glassware in
automatic machines, with

controlled foam.

Industrial dishwashers in Catering:

cafeterias, restaurants, hotels, hos-

pitals, etc.

PROPERTIES

l It is a complex mixture and perfectly equilibrated of sur-
factants specially added with powerful agents solubiliser

and scatter of greases that guarantee completely the

moisturizing of the pieces.

l Possesses an elevated sequestrant power of calcium
and magnesium ions that facilitate the wrung of the glass-

ware without leaving lime spots.

l It does not produce foam, avoiding the problems that
excess of foam can produce inside of the machine.

l Concentrated product, so that its performance is opti-
mal, even using small dosages.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l It can be dosed manually using automatic dispensers.

l In any of the cases, we recommend to follow the instruc-
tions of the machine manufacturer.

Illustrative dosage

l 50-100 cc in machine of medium type

l 0,1-0,3% in general machines.

For a higher efficacy of our product, we recommend to look

after the embedded grade of the machine used, so that we

recommend the periodically use of our DESCALING  

DESCAL A.E.

DISWASHER DETERGENTVITRONIL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A4

Ref. H1015

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Detergent for the wash of dinner
service and glassware in
automatic machines, with

controlled foam.

We recommend its use in both

industrial and domestic dishwasher,

and in: restaurants, hotels, hospitals,

cafeterias, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Possesses an elevated sequestrant power of calcium
and magnesium ions that facilitate the wrung of the glass-

ware without leaving lime spots.

l It does not produce foam, avoiding the problems that
excess of foam can produce inside of the machine.

l Emulsifies and scatters greases of the kitchen´s tools
avoiding possible redepositions.

l Concentrated product, so that its performance is opti-
mal, even using small dosages.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l It can be dosed manually using automatic dispensers.

l In any of the cases, we recommend to follow the instruc-
tions of the machine manufacturer.

l For a higher efficacy of our product, we recommend to
look after the embedded grade of the machine used, so

that we recommend the periodically use of our 

DESCALING  TAR-50 A.E.

DISWAHER DETERGENTVITRONIL-25
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A5

Ref. H1080

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Detergent for the wash of dinner
service and glassware in

automatic machines for all those
areas where the hardness of the

water requires a special treatment.

Industrial dishwashers in: cafeterias,

hotels, restaurants, hospitals, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Avoid the incrustation of the calcium and magnesium
ions, even in areas of water with elevated hardness.

l Possesses controlled foam.

l Provides a quick wrung and shining finishes.

l Possesses a high descaling power even in kitchen tools
with difficult access.

l Concentrated product, so that its performance is opti-
mal, even using small dosages.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l It can be dosed by hand/manually or using automatic
dispensers.

In any of the cases, we recommend to follow the instruc-

tions of the machine manufacturer.

Dosis orientativa:

l 50-100 cc in machines of medium type.

l 0,1- 0,3 % in general machines.

For a higher efficacy of our product, we recommend to look

after the embedded grade of the machine used, so that we

recommend the periodically use of our 

DESCALING  DESCAL A.E.

VITRODUR
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A6

Ref. H1055

DISWASHER DETERGENT 

(HARD WATER)

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Detergent for the wash of dinner
service and glassware in

automatic machines for all those
areas where the water contains

extra hardness.

Industrial dishwasher in: restaurants,

hospitals, big collectivities, hotels,

etc, in areas where the water has

extra hardness.

PROPERTIES

l The high concentration in dispersant and sequestrant
and an equilibrated mixture of surfactants and moisturi-

zing plus a special agent that avoids the replacement,

which make our product to be ideal for the use in automa-

tic machines in areas with extra-hard water.

l Possesses a high descaling power even in kitchen tools
with difficult access.

l Provides quick wrung and shinning finishes.

l It does not make the glass matt, but it enhance its origi-
nal shine.

l Concentrated product, so that its performance is opti-
mal, even using small dosages.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l It can be dosed by hand/manually or using automatic
dispensers. In any of the cases, we recommend to follow

the instructions of the machine manufacturer.

Illustrative dosage

l 50-100 cc in machines of medium type. 

l 0,1-0,3% en máquinas en general.

DISWASHER DETERGENT 

(EXTRA- HARD WATER)VITRONIL E.D
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A7

Ref. H1068

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Dinner service and glassware
sheen, special for using in

automatic machines, facilitating
the elimination of residues, salts

and incrustations, maintaining the
pieces with its original sheen.

It is a product very useful in all those pla-

ces where automatic machines are used

for the wash of dinner service, glasswa-

re, porcelain and crockery in general.

l We recommend its use in: hotels,
restaurants, schools, hospitals, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Its use in the wash of dinner service and glassware help
to extend the life of the machines, considering that at the

same time that sheen, help to the elimination of the

incrustations could have been formed in the circuit of drain

of the dishwasher.

l Contains in its formulation chelating agents which pro-
tects the dinner service and glassware from the matt action

that the use of automatic machines produce.

l Recover the glass, porcelain and crockery in general
from a very thin layer that facilitates the wrung, reducing

the dry time.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l Due to its high concentration in active material, it is used
adding a small quantity in the water of the last clarified, for

this reason, it results to be a product with a big performan-

ce.

l The dosage to use will depend on the type of machine
used, so that, we recommend to follow the instructions of

the manufacturer of the machine.

l As illustrative datum, and in a general way, we recom-
mend the use of 55 cc of product per one liter of water

from the clarified.

DISWASHER SHEENVITROLUX
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A8

Ref. H1001

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Dinner service and glassware
sheen for automatic machines.

We recommend its use in all those

places where automatic machines

are used for the wash of the dinner

service, glassware, porcelain and

crockery in general.Hotels, cafete-

rias, restaurants, schools, hospitals,

etc.

PROPERTIES

l Its use in the wash of dinner service and glassware help
to extend the life of the machines, considering that at the

same time that sheen, help to the elimination of the

incrustations could have been formed in the circuit of drain

of the dishwasher.

l Contains in its formulation chelating agents which pro-
tects the dinner service and glassware from the matt

action that the use of automatic machines produce.

l Recover the glass, porcelain and crockery in general
from a very thin layer that facilitates the wrung, reducing

the dry time.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l Due to its high concentration in active material, it is used

adding a small quantity in the water of the last clarified, for

this reason, it results to be a product with a big performan-

ce.

l The dosage to use will depend on the type of machine

used, so that, we recommend to follow the instructions of

the manufacturer of the machine.

l As illustrative datum, and in a general way, we recom-

mend the use of 55 cc of product per one liter of water

from the clarified.

DISWASHER SHEENVITROLUX-25
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A9

Ref. H1081

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product specially formulated for
the cleaning of vitroceramic hob;

also for delicate metals, as the
aluminum and in general any

surface.

We recommend its use in: hotels,

restaurants, cafeterias, schools, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Action highly degreasing.

l Clean and sheen in only one application.

l It is very easy to apply.

l Totally soluble in water.

l Biodegradable product.

l With its use the vitroceramic is maintained with
its original sheen and aspect, as the first day.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

" STIR BEFORE USE IT "

The way to use our cleaner will depend on the application

to do.

l CLEANING OF VITROCERAMIC:

Add some drops of product on the surface of the vitrocera-

mic, extend them with a damp mop rubbing, wait a few

seconds, rinse with a damp mop and with a dry mop pro-

ceed to dry and sheen it.

l CLEANING OF METALLIC SURFACES: 

Proceed in the same way as the previous one

l CLEANING OF OVENS: 

Dilute the product from a part of product per 3 of water to 1

of product per 6 of water, depending on the grease and

dirt to eliminate, spray the surface to treat, leave to act

during a few seconds and then clarified with a damp mop

and dry with a dried mop.

VITROCERAMIC CLEANER, METAL

AND GLAZED SURFACESREPLAC
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A10

Ref. H1065

l 500 cc in box of 24 uds.

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Powerful concentrated detergent,
neutral character, due to its

versatility of applications can be
considered as universal detergent.

Recommended for the cleaning and

maintenance of floors of: terrazzo, sto-

neware, marble, parquet, etc.

It is also very helpful in the cleaning of

leather, glass, windows, kitchens, sinks,

etc.

PROPERTIES

l Possesses a high power of penetration, attacking the
most embedded grease, maintaining a big foam power,

even with big quantities of grease, dust and dirt in gene-

ral.

l Impedes the formation of calcareous incrustations,
considering that contains sequestrant agents of calcium

and magnesium ions, facilitating the rinse and the wrung

of the water, without mating the shine.

It is not affected by the hardness of the water, it posses-

ses a neutral and constant pH during its use.

l It does not leave a thin soapy layer in the surface after
the clarified.

l It does not produce irritations in the skin, even with the
prolonged use.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It is not recommended to use it in pure state, it is convenient

to dilute before its use.

l General or maintenance cleaning: dilute a small part of
product in a bucket of water and rub slightly the area to

clean.

l Floors highly greasy mix a part of product in 20 of water.

l Linoleum, plastic, vinyl floors…etc: mix in the proportion
of 1 part of product in 60 parts of water.

AUTHORIZED ITS USE IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY

UNIVERSAL NEUTRAL DETERGENTTROWEN
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A11

Ref. H1031

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Gel of pleasant odor prepared for
the cleaning and hydration of

hands.

We recommend its use in hotels, offices,

restaurants, schools, airports, food

industry, and in general in all the places

where the presence of a handwash with

high foam power and high softener cha-

racteristics are required.

PROPERTIES

l Possesses in its formulation surfactants with a high
detergent power, sparkling and with softener characteris-

tics.

l Soluble in water in any concentration.
It does not contain organic solvents, being insoluble in

them.

l It does not contain abrasive substances; for this it is
ideal for people who need a constant cleaning.

l It does not produce irritations or dermatitis, due to its
moisturizing and softener additives, providing to hands a

soft touch and a pleasant aroma.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l An excess quantity of product, does not improve its
effect and properties, so that it is recommended to use it

in small dosages, getting on this way an optimal result.

l Handwash: put a small quantity of product in the hands
and rub until the dirt has emulsified, clarifying at the end

with water.

l Personal hygiene: in shower or bath, it will be used pre-
viously diluted, one part of product in 8 or 9 of water.

SKIN-CONDITIONING HANDWASHSUAGEL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A12

Ref. H1017

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Conditioning handwash of
surfaces. Its use is specially

recommended in the cleanliness
and cleaning of the personnel in

the food industry.

PROPERTIES

l Ideal product to prepare surfaces before working.

l It does not produce irritations or dermatitis, due to its
moisturizing and softener additives, providing to hands a

soft touch and a pleasant aroma.

l Soluble in water in any concentration.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

To do a suitable cleaning, apply a small quantity of product

until getting an emulsion. After that, clarify with abundant

water. An excess quantity of product, does not improve its

effects or its properties, so that it is recommended to use it

in small dosages, getting on this way an optimal result.

ANTI-BACTERIAL SKIN-CONDITIONING

HANDWASH (ODOURLESS)ASEN
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A13

Ref. H1074

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.

The use of this product is

recommended in:

l Food industry: factory of food pro-
ducts, restaurants, hotels, butcher´s,

fish´s markets, cafeterias, etc.

l Public and private institutions;
schools, nursery, etc.

l Hospital, veterinary clinic: in gene-
ral, in all those places where there is

manipulator personnel of food, and it

is necessary the presence of a condi-

tioner of surfaces before working.



Neutral detergent special for the
manual wash of dinner-services,
materials and tools used in the
food, restoration and catering

industry.

Manual wash of dinner-services,

materials and tools used in the

food, restoration and catering

industry.

Very useful in schools, cafeterias,

hospitals, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Possesses a neutral character, for this reason it does
not irritate the skin, it does not produce sensitivity in peo-

ple with delicate skin, it does not dry the skin out.

l Maintains  an exceptional sparkling power, even
against big quantities of grease in emulsion, what makes

it especially indicated for the manual wash of dinner-ser-

vices and kitchen´s tools, to those provide a perfect clea-

ning.

l It does not make the glass matt, polishing it and facili-
tating its wrung.

l In its formulation contains sequestrant additives of cal-
cium and magnesium ions, so that it facilitates the wrung

of the dinner-service, avoiding whitish spots due to the

hardness of the water.

Present the following advantages:

l The quantity to use is minimum, being a product with
high economy and performance.

l Save time and work, because it facilitates the wrung.

l Clean and eliminate the grease quickly.

l It does not damage the sheen of the glass or crockery,
emphasizing its natural beauty.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Due to its high concentration that possesses in active

material, it admits dilutions until 1 part of product for 80

parts of water, giving an optimal performance with a high

economy.

SPECIAL CATERING 

WASHING-UP LIQUIDVAJILIN-INDUSTRIAL

APLICATIONS

Presentation

A14

Ref. H1034

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Neutral detergent special for the
manual wash of dinner-services,

materials and tools used of
dinner-services, materials and

tools used in the food, restoration
and catering industry.

Manual wash of dinner services,

materials and tools used in the

food, restoration and catering

industry. Very useful in schools,

cafeterias, hospitals, etc.

PROPERTIES

l In its formulation contains sequestrant additives of cal-
cium and magnesium ions, so that it facilitates the wrung

of the dinner-service, avoiding whitish spots due to the

hardness of the water.

l Possesses a neutral character, for this reason it does
not irritate the skin, it does not produce sensitivity in peo-

ple with delicate skin, it does not dry the skin out.

l Maintains  an exceptional sparkling power, even
against big quantities of grease in emulsion, what makes

it especially indicated for the manual wash of dinner-ser-

vices and kitchen´s tools, to those provide a perfect clea-

ning.

l It does not make the glass matt, polishing it and facili-
tating its wrung allowing to keep its original sheen.

Present the following advantages:

l The quantity to use is minimum, being a product with
high economy and performance.

l Save time and work, because it facilitates the wrung.

l Clean and eliminate the grease quickly.

l Keep the original sheen in crockery and glassware.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l Due to its high concentration, it accepts dilutions in
water to 1:100, giving an optimal performance with big eco-

nomy.

l The surfactants that contains in its formulation act in the
interface water-grease, so if we add to the water an eleva-

te quantity of product, it will stay molecules of the deter-

gent which could occupy the interface, so that we could be

wasting the product.

l As consequence, we recommend to use the product
diluted in water, doing the necessary dilutions for 2 or 3

working day.

CONCENTRATED 

WASHING-UP LIQUIDVAJILIN-CONCENTRADO

APLICATIONS

Presentation

A15

Ref. H1033

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Possesses a highest power of
penetration, attacking the most

embedded grease, maintaining a
maximum sparkling and

moistening power, even in big
quantities of grease, and dirt in

general.

Maximum concentration washing-up in

active material. Possesses a highest

power of penetration.

The use of our diswashing is very useful

in: restaurants, hotels, schools, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Possesses a highest degreasing power, as in its compo-
sition exist solubilizer of grease agents in a maximum con-

centration.

l Avoid the formation of whitish sports produced by cal-
cium and magnesium ions of the water, considering that in

its formulation has incorporated sequestrant agents from

the same, facilitating the rinse and wrung of all the tools,

keeping its original sheen.

l Although it possesses a maximum foam power, it does
not leave foam layers after the wash, considering that in

its formulation it has incorporated solubilizer agents.

It can be manipulated without taking special preventive

measures.

It presents the following advantages:

l The quantity to use is minimum, being a product with
high economy and performance.

l Clean and eliminate all types of greases and dirt quickly.

l It does not damage the sheen of the glass or porcelain,
and it stands out its original beauty.

l Save time and work, because it facilitates the wrung.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l Due to its high concentration in active material, it admits
dilutions until 1 part of product for 250 of water.

l It is not convenient to use the pure product, considering
that it has a maximum concentration in active material and

it would be a waste.

lWe recommend to do dilutions of the product which will
be used in 2 or 3 days.

MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION 

WASHING-UP LIQUID (HAND- WASHING)VAJILIN-MAX

APLICATIONS

Presentation

A16

Ref. H1067

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product specially indicated for the
cleaning of surfaces, ovens,

metallic elements, extractors, etc,
except of aluminum, iron,

galvanized surfaces, of use in the
food industry.

Very useful in the cleaning and degrea-

sing of facilities related with the food

industry, industrial kitchens, cold meat

factories, industrial ovens, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Product formed by a complex mixture of alkaline
agents, degreasing, sequestrants, solvents, surfactants,

stabilizers of foam and corrosion inhibitors.

l Allows the cleaning of metallic stainless steel surfaces,
extracting the most adhered grease and dirt without pro-

ducing alterations in the sheen or finish.

l Produces abundant foam, being appropriate for the cle-
aning by high pressure machines.

l Facilitates the cleaning and maintenance work of the
facilities, allowing the optimization of hygienic processes

of facilities.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l It is applied by spraying or with machine of foam genera-
tion, diluting the product in water, according to the dosage

of use. Leave to act the product during 5-15 minutes and

after that rinse with drinking water by medium or high

pressure.

l As dosage of employment, apply dilutions of 1-5% in
water, according to the grade of dirt or embedded of the

grease to eliminate. The temperature of work will be bet-

ween 20-80ºC.

ALKALINE FAT-REMOVER FOAM FOR

FOOD USESANIFOAM
APLICATIONS

Presentation

A17

Ref. H10107

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product very effective in the
cleaning of bathrooms, sanitarian,
public toilets, floors very dirty and

in general, in all processes of
cleaning where an energetic

action of detergent is necessary.

We recommend its use in: hospitals,

hotels, restaurants, cafeterias, party

rooms, official organisms, schools, servi-

ce stations, theaters, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Cleaning product which joins the high detergent power
of the ionic surfactants with the solvent action and degrea-

sing of the ammonia.

l Highly concentrated product.

l The hygiene which is created with its use, is complete,
for this it is not necessary the use of more cleaning pro-

ducts.

l It does not leave any type of residue, and it is perfectly
compatible with any type of water.

l Completely effective with all the dirt varieties, including
extreme cases.

l After its use, the pieces will offer a magnificent aspect,
and a very pleasant clean odor will be in the atmosphere.

l Meets the international rules about biodegradability.

l Results very economical due to its concentration and
efficiency.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l An excess of product does not improve its effects or
properties, so that it is recommended to use it in small

dosages, getting on this way an optimal result.

l Cleaning of sanitarian, sinks, baths, tiles, etc:

- 5 cc. of product per liter of water.

l Cleaning of floors: 

- Diary cleaning: 

40 cc per bucket of water (8liters)

- Very dirty floors: 

80 cc per bucket of water (8liters)

AMMONIA-BASED LAVATORY CLEANERSANILUX
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B1

Ref. H1032

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



New product specially formulated
for the cleaning and hygiene of

varnished and useful surfaces of
the sanitarian. Ideal for the

maintenance of a clean
atmosphere and without bad

odors.

We recommend its use in planes, trains,

boats, buses of long journeys…etc.

l In general in all close circuits where it is

required a maximum hygiene and cleaning.

l Its hygiene and cleaning power, and its

aromatic are effectives such in pure state as

in dilutions in water until the 10% (90 parts of

water and ten of product) producing an

important save in HANDLING and solving

the problem with bad odor in flights and

cruises, as also in long terrestrial journeys.

PROPERTIES

l Clean and polish in the same application.

l It does not attack the metallic surfaces, or alumi-
num to which provides cleaning and hygiene

enhancing its original shine.

l Maintain its original shine in the glossy crockery.

l Maintain the services with a pleasant and perma-
nent aroma.

l Added to the 10% to the water sanitary tanks
which trains, boats and buses of long journeys

use, guarantee water in perfect conditions of

hygiene for the cistern.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Its use is indicated specially for the cleaning and hygiene

of cisterns, bombs, filters, etc, increasing the length of the

same.

l Treatment of cisterns: deep cleaning and hygiene of
the bomb.

Leave the bomb to soak in the product diluted at the 10% (1

part of product in 9 parts of water) during 12 hours and

after that rinse with pressure water or vapor.

l Treatment of toilets: Apply the pure product, without
dilution, under the toilet seat, brush well and make the

water of the cistern run.

l Treatment of the sanitary tile in general:  Apply pure
or diluted depending on the dirt to eliminate and the state

of the surface to treat, with sponge or scourer in all the

surfaces, including the taps and after that rinse with water.

It is not necessary to dry.

l Purifying/Air freshener:  Dilute one part of product in
20 of water.

l Treatment of the water destined to the services of
boats, planes, trains, buses of long journeys, etc: 
Add to the tank or container of water a concentration of

10%.

BATH CLEANING DETERGENTREVI-BAÑO
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B2

Ref. H1069

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Disinfectant based on quaternary
ammonium specially indicated for

the disinfection by contact:
surfaces and equipments of use in

the food industry.

l It is used in the disinfection of contact
of surface, tools and equipment related

with the food industry.

l Very useful in the cleaning and disin-
fection of floors, walls, ceiling from

slaughterhouse, storages, smoke facto-

ries, etc of facilities related to the food

industry.

l Product with high performance which
allows meeting with the strict rules of

cleaning and disinfection of hygiene

programs in all types of food industry.

ANTI-BACTERIAL DISINFECTANT

CLEANERBACTERI-FUN
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B3

Ref. H1003

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

“For the purpose of avoid risks to people and environment, follow

the instructions of use”. Before using the product, read carefully

the label.

Instruction of use, contact disinfection: spray and immersion with

diluted product in water. Before the application of this product, a

cleaning would be done. Use dilutions of the 2% in water, maintai-

ning a contact time of 5 minutes on the surface.

The application of the product in the food industry for the use in
disinfection by contact: surfaces and equipments, without the pre-
sence of food.

All the necessary measures will be taken so that, the food, machi-

nery and tools which are manipulated in the previous treated pla-

ces with the product do not contain residues of any of its compo-

nents. For this, the treated parts will be clarified with drinking

water.

It mustn´t be mixed with other chemical products.

Ventilate correctly before entering in the place. Incompatible with

anionic substances and oxidant agents.

Meets the regulation UNE-EN 13697 in clean conditions: chemical

antiseptics and disinfectants. Quantitative test of non-porous sur-

faces for the evaluation of bactericide activities of the chemical

disinfectants used in food products, in the industry, at home and

in collectivities.

PROPERTIES

l Contains derivatives of quaternary ammonium, very effective in
the control and disinfection of all types of surfaces.

l Due to its cationic character, it is very effective against all types
of dirt, what allows getting an appropriate cleaning and disinfec-

tion where it is required.

l Acts on the microorganisms caused of the fermentation and
putrefaction processes, so that its use allows to finish with the

processes which cause bad odors, facilitating the maintenance of

the surfaces, places and equipments where it is applied in perfect

state of cleaning and hygiene.

l Its high moisturizing power allows to get to all the places, doing
a residual action, which guarantee a complete disinfection.

l It is soluble in any proportion of water and its effectiveness is
not affected by a change of hardness in the water.

l Product tested in independent laboratory, meeting with the
regulation UNE-EN 13697 versus to 4 trial microorganisms.

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Disinfectant based on quaternary
ammonium specially indicated for

the disinfection by contact:
surfaces and equipments of use in

the food industry.
Application exclusively by

specialized personnel.

It is used in the disinfection of contact of

surface, tools and equipment related with

the food industry.

l Very useful in the cleaning and disin-
fection of floors, walls, ceiling from

slaughterhouse, storages, smoke facto-

ries, etc of facilities related to the food

industry.

l Product with high performance which
allows meeting with the strict rules of

cleaning and disinfection of hygiene

programs in all types of food industry.

PROPERTIES

l It contains derivates of quaternary ammonium, surfactants
and additives very efficient in the control and disinfection of all

types of surfaces.

l Due to its cation character and content in non-ionic surfac-
tants, it is very efficient against all types of dirt, what allows

getting an appropriate cleaning and disinfection where it is

required.

l Acts on the microorganisms caused of the fermentation and
putrefaction processes, so that its use allows to finish with the

processes which cause bad odors, facilitating the maintenance 

of the surfaces, places and equipments where it is applied in

perfect state of cleaning and hygiene.

l Decreases the superficial tension allowing the emulsion and
elimination of the dirt in a small place.

l Its high moisturizing power allows to get to all the places,
doing a residual action, which guarantee a complete disinfec-

tion.

l It is soluble in any proportion of water and its effectiveness
is not affected by a change of hardness in the water.

l Product tested in independent laboratory, meeting with the
regulation UNE-EN 13697 versus to 4 trial microorganisms.

INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH 

ANTI-BACTERIAL DETERGENTBACTERI-GEL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B4

Ref. H1007

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

“For the purpose of avoid risks to people and environment, follow

the instructions of use”. Before using the product, read carefully

the label.

Instruction of use, contact disinfection: spray and immersion with

diluted product in water. Before the application of this product, a

cleaning would be done. Use dilutions of the 2% in water, maintai-

ning a contact time of 5 minutes on the surface.

After that, rinse with abundant water and dry the surface with a

clean mop.

For the cleaning of floors, use 10ml per liter of water, applying a

dilution with mop.

The application of the product in the food industry for the use in

the contact disinfection: surfaces and equipments, it will be done

in absentia of food. All the necessary measures for the food will

be taken, so that the food, machinery and tools which are mani-

pulated in the treated facilities with the product, do not contain

residues of its components. For this, it will be correctly rinse with

abundant drinking water. Do not mix with other chemical pro-

ducts. Ventilate before entering to the place.

Incompatible with organic material, anionic detergent, ammonia

derivatives and hypochlorite.

Incompatible with chromium, lead, aluminum, tin, zinc and their

alloys (bronze, brass, etc.)

Meets the regulation UNE-EN 13697 in clean conditions: chemical

antiseptics and disinfectants. Quantitative test of non-porous sur-

faces for the evaluation of bactericide activities of the chemical

disinfectants used in food products, in the industry, at home and

in collectivities.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Detergent and cleaner specially
indicated for saunas and sports

facilities. High effectiveness in the
cleaning and hygiene in

atmospheres of dampness and
temperatures that the gyms,

saunas…etc provide. Eliminates
unpleasant odors.

We recommend its use in all sports facili-

ties: saunas, gyms, massage rooms, etc.

It is also very useful in sinks, showers,

etc, in hotels, restaurants, service sta-

tions, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Made based on a mixture of non-ionic surfactants and
cationic, with a pleasant perfume.

l High penetration power, extract the dirt in the most
embedded parts, making easier the works of cleaning and

hygiene.

l High efficiency in the cleaning and hygiene in atmosp-
heres of dampness and temperatures that the gyms, sau-

nas, etc provide.

l This product eliminates the unpleasant odors, impeding
also, the putrefaction processes.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l Attack or first dosage: add 1 liter of product per 20 of
water, and spray on walls, floors, and also in the most diffi-

cult parts to access.

l Maintenance dosage: add 1 liter of product per 30 of
water, being able to use pulverized or the usual mopped of

floors, walls, etc.

We recommend paying attention to the lowest parts in sau-
nas, showers, locker rooms, tables, etc, where the damp
conditions and temperatures favor the dirt proliferation.

ANTI-BACTERIAL CLEANER 

FOR SPORTS FACILITIESSAUNAS-BAC
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B5

Ref. H1041

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Effective cleaner with the natural
power of lemon.

A mix of organic acids, wetting
agents and grease solvents that

make it the ideal product for
descaling, removing rust and de-

greasing any type of surface.

Xitol is a powerful three in one total cleaner

with many uses:

l De-scaling lime from clay and ceramic
floors in general, natural and artificial

stone and other porous surfaces, both

interior and exterior.

l Removing oxide from all types of metal
such as iron, aluminum, steel, etc.

l De-greasing and cleaning floors, sani-
tary ware, taps, ceramics in kitchens and

bathrooms, etc.

l Ideal for cleaning joints between tiles,
both horizontal and vertical, because of its

viscous texture.

PROPERTIES

l Has excellent penetration power, wetting any surface.

l De-scales, removes rust and de-greases in a single
application; it is not necessary to complement it with other

chemical products.

l Pleasant lemon smell.

l Has great thyxotrophic power, that is, it does not run on
vertical surfaces.

l The surface from which rust has been removed remains
rust-free for a long time, without any additional treatment.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

The product is used differently depending on the applica-

tion. It can be applied by spray, brush or immersion.

l Scale remover: Depending on the degree of scaling on
the surface, it can be used pure or diluted in

up to 10 parts of water.

l Rust remover: Depending on the degree of oxidization
and its age and the quality of the metal, it

can be used pure or diluted in up to 3 parts of water; the

surface must be dried thoroughly to prevent further rus-

ting.

l De-greaser: Can be diluted in up to 10 parts of water,
depending on the amount of dirt.

In all cases, the surface must be rinsed thoroughly with

water.

SCALE REMOVER, RUST REMOVER,

DE-GREASERXITOL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B6

Ref. C1069

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product based on a complex and
perfectly balanced combination of

wetting inorganic acids that are
powerful rust inhibitors, especially
designed for completely removing

products based on limestone or
clays in general.

Recommended for use in cleaning:

Mineral substrates in building:

l Tiles.

l Exposed brickwork.

l Cement floors.

l Swimming pools.

l Public fountains.

l Natural and artificial stone

Metallic substrates:

l Coffering plates.

l Tools.

l Machinery in building and civil engi-
neering, etc.

PROPERTIES

l The wetting agents in its formula reduce surface ten-
sion, thus increasing the reaction speed.

l Its corrosion inhibitors make this product recommenda-
ble for cleaning metal tools, facilitating the removal of

stains caused by rust and aluminum oxide.

l The product's acidic components dissolve lime scaling
and other elements in general, removing them in the clea-

ning and rinsing processes

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Can be applied by brush or spray.

Mix: Depending on the state of the substrate to be treated,

it can be used pure or diluted by at most 1:12 in water.

Dilution tests should be carried out to find the optimum

level for each situation.

When applied to metallic substrates, these must be fully rin-
sed with water and dried to prevent further rusting.

MULTIPLE ACTION

CHEMICAL CLEANERQUISOL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B7

Ref. C1003

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Disinfectant bactericidal-fungicide of
contact surfaces and equipments of
use in the food industry. Application

exclusively by specialized
personnel. High foam power what
allows the disinfection of tools,

facilities, surfaces, floors, etc, in the
food hygiene.

l Cleaning and disinfection of contact, sur-
faces, equipments and facilities where a

strict microbiologic control is required.

l The continuous use of the product avoid
crossed contaminations and allow to meet

the strict levels of hygiene on the food

industry.

l Cleaning and disinfection of equipments,
storage tanks, pipes, etc, without necessity

of dismantle (cleaning CIP).

l Cleaning and disinfection of facilities,
machinery, floors, walls, tools, storage

tanks, cold meat factories, milky industry,

and in general in those places where is

required to control citric points in hygienic

plans.

PROPERTIES

l Made by a mixture of disinfectants based on sodium
hypochlorite as active ingredient with foaming surfactants,

sequestrant additives, dispersants and corrosion inhibitors,

all of them stabilized in alkaline media.

l In its action, it combines the cleaning and disinfection in
only one operation. Apt for the CIP CLEANING (Clean in

place).

lHigh moisturizer and degreasing power reaching all the dif-
ficult parts.

l Acts saponifing the grease and any type of dirt eliminating
the embedded dust and at the same time works as a high

power of cleaning.

l Contains sequestrants additives, dispersants and corro-
sion inhibitors which avoid the crystallization of dissolved

salts and its re-deposition in the surfaces which are being cle-

aning.

l High foam, it can be used in the cleaning of walls, ceilings,
vertical interior walls by a high pressure bomb. As it produces

foam, this increases the contact surface, so that, the product

can clean a higher specific surface with less quantity of pro-

duct.

l Effective against a wide number of microorganisms, bacte-
rium (Gram+ yGram-), virus, fungus, etc.

l Its effectiveness is not altered by the hardness of the
waters.

l Meets the regulation UNE-EN13697 in dirty conditions.
Antiseptics and chemical disinfectants. Quantitative trial of

non-porous surface for the evaluation of the bactericidal and

fungicide activity of the chemical disinfectants used in food

products, in the industry or at home.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Instruction of use for contact disinfection: surfaces and

equipment by spraying, washed or immersion with the pro-

duct dissolved in water.

l Bactericidal effect: dilute the product at the 3% in water.
Apply the solution and keep a contact time of 5 minutes.

l Fungicide effect: dilute the product at the 0,25% in
water, keeping a contact time of 15 minutes. After that,

rinse with drinking water and dry the surface with a clean

mop.

l Cleaning of floors in slaughterhouses and facilities in
general, clean the surfaces with a solution at the 3% in

water, keeping a contact time of 5 minutes.

The application of the product in the food industry for con-

tact disinfection use: surfaces and equipments, it will be

done without presence if food. It would be rinsed with drin-

king water the treated surfaces before its use. Do not mix

with another chemical product.

Incompatible with acid products, ammonia and reducer

agents.

DISINFECTANT BACTERICIDAL-FUNGICIDE

OF CONTACT FOR USE IN THE FOOD

INDUSTRY (HIGH FOAM POWER)HIGINEL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B8

Ref. H10119

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Disinfectant bactericidal-fungicide
of contact surfaces and

equipments of use in the food
industry. Application exclusively by

specialized personnel. Low foam
power what allows the disinfection
of tools, facilities, surfaces, floors,

etc, in the food hygiene.

l Cleaning and disinfection of contact,
surfaces, equipments and facilities

where a strict microbiologic control is

required.

l The continuous use of the product
avoid crossed contaminations and

allow to meet the strict levels of hygie-

ne on the food industry.

l Cleaning and disinfection of facili-
ties, machinery, floors, walls, tools, sto-

rage tanks, cold meat factories, milky

industry, and in general in those places

where is required to control citric points

in hygienic plans.

PROPERTIES

lMade by a mixture of disinfectants based on sodium hypochlo-
rite as active ingredient with surfactants of law foam, all stabilized

in alkaline media.

l In its action, it combines the cleaning and disinfection in only
one operation. 

l High moisturizer and degreasing power reaching all the difficult
parts.

l Acts saponifing the grease and any type of dirt eliminating the
embedded dust and at the same time works as a high power of

cleaning.

l Low foam, decrease the consumption of water in the rinse of
the disinfected surfaces.

l Effective against a wide number of microorganisms, bacterium
(Gram+ yGram-), virus, fungus, etc.

l Its effectiveness is not altered by the hardness of the waters.

l Meets the regulation UNE-EN13697 in dirty conditions.
Antiseptics and chemical disinfectants. Quantitative trial of non-

porous surface for the evaluation of the bactericidal and fungicide

activity of the chemical disinfectants used in food products, in the

industry or at home.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Instruction of use for contact disinfection: surfaces and

equipment by spraying, washed or immersion with the pro-

duct dissolved in water.

l Bactericidal effect: dilute the product at the 3% in water.

Apply the solution and keep a contact time of 5 minutes.

l Fungicide effect: dilute the product at the 0,25% in

water, keeping a contact time of 15 minutes. After that,

rinse with drinking water and dry the surface with a clean

mop.

l Cleaning of floors in slaughterhouses and facilities in

general, clean the surfaces with a solution at the 3% in

water, keeping a contact time of 5 minutes.

l The application of the product in the food industry for

contact disinfection use: surfaces and equipments, it will

be done without presence if food. It would be rinsed with

drinking water the treated surfaces before its use. Do not

mix with another chemical product.

l Incompatible with acid products, ammonia and reducer

agents.

DISINFECTANT BACTERICIDAL-FUNGICIDE OF

CONTACT FOR USE IN THE FOOD INDUSTRY

(LOW FOAM POWER)CLORAGEL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B9

Ref. H1060

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



We recommend its use in: hotels, offices,

storages, restaurants, schools, service

stations, airports, and in general in those

places where the presence of a hand-

wash product with high foam power and

high softener characteristics is required.

PROPERTIES

l Possesses in its formulation surfactants of high detergent
and foam power, as also softener and moisturizing agents,

what make it ideal for the cleaning of hands or even perso-

nal hygiene.

l Its moisturizing components provide a soft touch and very
pleasant odor to the hands.

l It does not produce dermatitis or irritations, although
using it frequently.

l It does not contain organic solvents, being insoluble in
them.

l It does not contain caustic or abrasives substances, neit-
her inorganic thickener.

l Possess good stability against hard waters.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l An excess of product does not improve its effects or pro-
perties, so that, it is recommended to use it in small propor-

tions, getting a performance more effective and a bigger

economy.

l For the cleaning of hands, put a small dosage of product
and rub until all the dirt is emulsified , rising after that with

abundant water.

SILKY SKIN CONDITIONING GELELVA
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B10

Ref. H1051

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.

Viscous gel with pearl aspect and very pleasant
odor, formulated carefully by an equilibrated

mixture for the cleaning, conditioning and
conservation of the hands.



Instant anti-bacteria
handwash cleaner
without rising for those
places where thereis no
water. Solve hygienic
problems in emergency
situations. Dries quickly
allowing the cleaning
without leaving tacking or
stickiness and providing
a pleasant sensation of
freshness in the skin.

We recommend it in the cleaning of

hands without rising in all types of activi-

ties related to the food industry.

l Allows the hygiene of hands of the
personnel in sanitary emergency,

ambulances, doctors, nurses, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Made in base of a hydroalcoholic mixture which allows
the washing of hands with a quick dry, keeping a soft and

fresh touch.

l Clean without necessity of rinse, what allows the cleaning
of hands in situations where there is no water and soap for a

deep cleaning.

l It can be used as many times as necessary, without pro-
ducing allergic reactions in the skin.

l Dry quickly by rubbing, without necessity of towel, provi-
ding clean hands and without stickiness.

l Very useful in the maintenance of the personal hygiene in
police actions, forensic situations, funeral parlor, etc.

l Eliminates the dirt sensation when, exploration functions
with latex gloves, police frisking, registers to drug addicts,

etc are done.

l Allows the prevention of possible transmission of infec-
tions illness after a contact with a source of contamination,

so that, its use is very useful in dental clinics, medical con-

sultation, health centers, hospitals, etc.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It is used as it is original in its container. Apply a small quan-

tity of product on the area to clean. Rub and wait until the

product is dry, maintaining a contact time of 1 minute appro-

ximately.

It provides soft and fresh hands. Perfumes the hands lightly

with a pleasant lemon aroma.

INSTANT ANTI-BACTERIA 

CLEANERREVIGER
APLICATIONS

Presentation

B11

Ref. H1098

l 75 cc in box of 20 uds.

l 500 cc in box of 24 uds.

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.



Product specially elaborated
for cleaning, polishing and

maintaining in perfect state all
types of glass or mirrors.

We recommend the use of our window

cleaner, in the cleaning and maintenan-

ce of all glazed or vitrified surfaces, to

make them look shining as the first day.

PROPERTIES

l Clean and polish in only one application.

l It does not attack any type of metal, for this reason, at
the same time that cleans the glass, it can treat the meta-

llic surface without risk to be damaged.

l It does not attack any type of washable paint.

l Dries quickly.

l Pleasant aroma.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Spray the area to treat with a small part of product, pas-

sing a clean mop in all the surface, rubbing on circles in

order to extract all the dirt, until the surface is completely

clean and shine.

WINDOW CLEANERVILIM
APLICATIONS

Presentation

C1

Ref. H1072

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Cleaner-polishing of general use,
which finishes with the dust and
dirt in windows, marble, artificial
woods and any type of polished

surface.

l Cleaning of windows, glasses and
polished surfaces, using it very diluted.

l Cleaning of marble floors.

l Eliminates spots from glasses, when
they are left in surfaces as tables, bars,

etc.

l As anti-dust in any type of surface.

l In general, as multi-purpose product
to use in: hotels, restaurants, hospitals,

etc.

PROPERTIES

l Clean, protects and polishes in only one application, lea-

ving a microscopic layer which works as repellant action

with water, dust and dirt.

l Provides to the treated surface, a big resistance against

the ageing, due to the atmospheric agents (oxygen,

ozone, water, light) and also to the rusting or hydrolysis.

l Presents a great chemical inertia, so that it does not ble-

ach or turn the surfaces yellow, even when some layers

are accumulated.

l Possesses dielectric and little sensitive to the thermal

variation properties, what allows its use in a wide range of

temperatures.

l Dries in shortly time and it does not contain wax, acids

or surfactants which could attack or damage the treated

surfaces.

l Admits dilutions in water (until 1 part of product per 10 of

water) what makes being a profitable and economic pro-

duct.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l It can be used pure or diluted, by spray or mop.

lWhen it is used by spray, impregnate the surface to treat
with the product, and after that rub until the mop moves

softly.

l When it is used by mopping, impregnate the mop with
the product, extend it softly in the surface, rubbing in all

the directions until eliminate all the dirt.

l Floors: 80 cc per bucket of water (8 liters).

l Cleaning of polished surfaces: 1 part of product `per 6 of
water.

l Glasses and mirrors: 1 part of product per 10 of water.

MULTI- PURPOSE ANTI-DUST

GRIME CLEANERMILUSOS
APLICATIONS

Presentation

C2

Ref. H1019

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



The scope of applications of this product

is extensive, given the different dilutions

which it admits:

l Cleaning of any type of surface in:
hotels, restaurants, schools, theaters,

offices, cinemas, etc.

l Cleaning of the car´s interiors: auto-
motive industry.

l Cleaning of all types of all types of
furniture and tiles in bathrooms.

PROPERTIES

l High cleaning power with a very pleasant aroma.
It does not leave veil and it does not mist over the treated

surface.

l Acts quickly and energetically in all types of materials.

l It does not attack the metallic surfaces, or the aluminum
ones.

l It is very easy to apply, this with the versatility of applica-
tions make the product ideal as multipurpose cleaner.

l It is not irritating or corrosive, it is not necessary to take
especial precaution measures during its manipulation.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It can be used pure or diluted until 100 parts of water, by

spray or mop.

The recommended dilution and the instruction of use will

depend on the application and dirt of the surface.

l Spraying: spray a small quantity of product (pure or

diluted) in the surface to treat, spread the product rubbing

with a damp mop and then remove it with a dry and clean

mop.

l Mopping: rub the surface directly with a damp op in the
product ( pure or diluted) and then remove with a dry and

clean mop.

MULTI-PURPOSE CLEANERSEDELLA
APLICATIONS

Presentation

C3

Ref. H1085

l 10L in box of 2 uds.

Multi-purpose cleaner recommended in a wide
number of applications, which acts quickly and

powerfully on any type of surfaces. Possesses a
high content in active material, and it is totally

soluble in water.



Multi-purpose cleaner
recommended in a wide number of

applications, which acts quickly
and powerfully on any type of
surfaces. Possesses a high

content in active material, and it is
totally soluble in water.

The scope of application of this product

is extensive, given the different dilu-

tions that it admits: 

l Cleaning of floors in all types of
places.

l Cleaning of bathrooms, both
domestics and institutional: hotels,

restaurants, clinics, etc.

l Cleaning of car´s interiors.

l Cleaning of greasy surfaces: res-
taurants, hotels, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Complex and equilibrated mixture of surfactants and
solvents which guarantee a powerful effect on any type of

surface.

l It does not leave veil and it does not mist over the trea-
ted surface.

l Dilutions with different concentrations cover applica-
tions from very greasy surfaces to the cleaning of baths,

marbles, tiles, etc.

l It is very easy to apply, this with the versatility of applica-
tions make the product ideal as multi-purpose cleaner.

l It is not irritating or corrosive, it does not damage meta-
llic surfaces and it is not necessary to take especial pre-

caution measures during its manipulation.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

The recommended dilution and the instructions of use will

depend on the dirt of the surface to treat.

l Cleaning of greasy surfaces as: metallic plate, burners,
kitchen furniture, kitchen worktop, etc. Use the pure pro-

duct if there is excessive grease or apply the diluted pro-

duct in water in the proportion of 1:1 if the grease to treat

has medium.

l Cleaning of baths, or glazed surfaces: dilute the product
in water in proportion 1 part of product per 5 of water, and

apply it by spray or mop.

l Cleaning of floors: both institutional and domestic floor
or, smooth surface of marble, terrazzo, ceramic brick, etc;

80 cc per bucket of water (8liters) if the dirt is normal. In

very dirt floors as in butcher´s shops, supermarkets,

workshops, etc. The dosage will be of 200 cc per bucket of

water (8liters).

MULTI-PURPOSE

DETERGENTMULTI-REVIMCA
APLICATIONS

Presentation

C4

Ref. H1018

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



New product elaborated specially
for the treatment and maintenance

of the cleaning and polishing of
the aluminum, copper and brass.

l Cleaning, polish and shine of the alu-
minum, copper and brass.

l Cleaning companies, reparation in
metallurgic workshops.

l Shipyards, marine, airports, etc.

l Car parks, transport companies, ser-
vice stations, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Product highly concentrated.

l Product quick and efficient, clean and polish the surface
at the same time.

l The treated metal is impregnated with a microscopic
layer which protects during a certain time from new

attacks.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l Being a product highly concentrated; it can be used with
high dilutions in water; although in extreme cases of dirt, is

better to use it in pure state.

l The ways to use it are: by spray, immersion or mop.

l The dilution to use will depend on the state of dirt of the
surface to treat.

Very dirt: use it in pure state or 1 part of product in 1 part of

water.

Less dirt: 1 part of product in 10 parts of water.

l Once the product is applied, rub in circles, leave to act a
few minutes, after that, rinse with abundant water. If you

want to polish, it would be convenient to dry the surface.

ALUMINUM, COPPER AND BRASS

CLEANER-POLISHALUTEC
APLICATIONS

Presentation

C5

Ref. T1047

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



We recommend its use for both domes-

tic and institutional use.

lDomestic use: cleaning and mainte-
nance of carpets, fitted carpets and

upholsteries.

lIndustrial use: theaters, hotels, res-
taurants, museums, buildings, trains,

buses, etc.

PROPERTIES

lThe foam which is applied, extract easily all type
of dirt due to the reduction of interfacial surfactants,

consequence of the presence of the surfactants in

its formulation, emulsifying them to facilitate its later

retreat with the foam.

lWhen the foam is drying, a dry residue is created,

which is easily eliminate.

lMake longest the life of the cloths where it is

applied, as the humidification is minimum.

lPossesses a quick dry, allowing to the treated

parts the possibility of being used again in a short

period of time.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Highly concentrated product, so that it admits impor-

tant dilutions which vary with the use mode.

lManual cleaning: dilute 1 part of product in 7-8

parts of water and stir strongly; so the foam we will

apply, it will be produce.

-Brush the carpet or fitted carpet with the purpose of

eliminating the heavy exterior dirt. After that, apply

the foam by a sponge or brush.

-Leave to dry during a few minutes, and the last is to

remove the foam with a brush or hoover.

lMechanic cleaning: dilute 1 part of product with 12-

15 parts of water, and follow the instructions of the

manufacturer of the machine.

CARPET, UPHOLSTERY AND

RUG CLEANERTAPIMOX
APLICATIONS

Presentation

C6

Ref. H1016

Ideal product for the care and
cleaning of carpets, fitted carpets,

upholsteries, etc.
Complex mixture and completely
equilibrated of anionic and non-

ionic surfactants with high
sparkling power with antistatic

additives which take the dust and
restore the colors.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product for the maintenance,
conservation and shining of the

wood, formulated by a
homogeneous combination and
perfectly equilibrated of mineral

oils, nutrients and special
emulsifiers.

The scope of application of this pro-

duct is wide, being applicable on any

type of wood, as in:

lParquet floors.

lAll types of furniture.

lTeak wood of boats and garden´s

furniture.

lInterior and exterior doors.

PROPERTIES 

lCleans, nourishes, and shines the wood in only
one application, enhancing its original shine.

lProtects the varnish and avoids the reposition
of the dust due to the antistatic layer which is pro-

duced on the treated surface.

lAvoid the natural drying of wood, and the appari-

tion of leaks when the dampness is regulated.

lThe effect produced on the treated surface
remains during a long period. As maintenance, it is

needed only to pass a dry mop on the treated surfa-

ce to maintain the sheen already got.

lIt is ideal for maintaining the furniture, as it
keeps them as the first day.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lIt is not necessary to use a big quantity of product,

due to its high concentration in active material, the

product could be waste.

lIt can be applied by spray, or by mopped, as it is

indicated in its container.

lFor big surfaces, it admits dilutions until a 50 % in

water, giving a great performance.

lSpray all the surface with a spray or impregnate a

mop in the product and pass it in all the surface.

lRub good the surface with a mop until all the spots

disappear, and after that pass a clean and dry mop

to get shine.

WOOD-NOURISHING SHEENGLEYSE
APLICATIONS

Presentation

C7

Ref. H1049

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Preventive treatment of odours
and fats for areas at risk of build-
up of sludge,organic waste, etc. A
complex mixture of halogenated

benzene derivatives in
orthoposition, surfactants, etc.

Our odour and fat remover is ideal

for use in:

lWastewater-treatment facilities,
sewers, entrance mouths, storm

drains, etc.

lAreas of continuously high
levels of deposited fats and oil,

such as: abattoir floors, meat-pro-

cessing plants, etc.

lLandfills and rubbish tips, skips,
containers and rubbish-collection

trucks.

PROPERTIES
lRemoves unpleasant odours emanating from

plugholes of washbasins, bidets, showers, bathtubs,

etc, and prevents odours from recurring.

lEliminates build-up of fats and sludge in pipes
and machinery at wastewater-treatment plants, wit-

hout affecting activated sludge.

lReduces clogging and helps maintain the free cir-

culation of liquids through the system.

lDoes away with problems caused by insects, by

keeping them away.

lContains no alkaline or corrosive substances
that could damage the installation in any way. 

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Highly concentrated product. Do not use without

diluting first. Dilute in water with 1 part product per

10-100 parts water.

lCleaning:
- Rubbish trucks and collection bins:

Dilute 1 litre of product per 1000 litres of  water.

- Rubbish areas and bins: Dilute 1 litre per 100 litres

of water.

lSeptic tanks:
The dosage will depend on how dirty the wastewater

is. To serve as a guide:

For a 3,000-litre tank:

Very dirty water: Dilute 10 litres of product in 100

litres of water and pour uniformly into the tank.

Dirty water: Dilute 1 litre of product in 100 litres of

water and pour uniformly into the tank.

ODOUR AND FAT REMOVERODODOUR

AND FAT REMOVEROUR AND FAT

REMOVER
GRASOLOR

APLICATIONS

Presentation

D1

Ref. H1008

l 1 Kg. in box of 12 uds.

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.

l 10 Kg. in box of 2 uds.



Powerful drain unblocker that acts
by chemical reaction against dirt,

removing
accumulated organic material that

causes blockages.

We recommend using our TUBEFON

drains unblocker whenever it is neces-

sary to remove organic and inorganic

remains causing scaling or blockages in

the drains in wash basins, toilets, sho-

wers, baths, sinks, kitchens, etc.

PROPERTIES

lReacts chemically against organic wastes that

accumulate in elbows and joints in pipes, such as

soap, hair, toilet paper, cotton, bandages, cigaret-
te stubs, etc.

lHighly concentrated product, acts even against

the most complex blockages.

lQuickly and radically attacks organic material of
animal origin.
lContains corrosion inhibitors.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

For an optimal result, follow these steps:

lLeave the minimum amount of water in the drain.

lAdd the product to the drain slowly, always avoi-

ding splashing.

Recommended mix:

TOILETS..... ½ litre.

WASH BASINS, etc ...... 100 - 300 cc.

lAllow the product to act for at least 5 minutes then

wash away very slowly with cold water.

lAfter a few minutes, add plentiful water until it

flows freely.

lIf the blockage is difficult, repeat the treatment as

often as necessary.

lFor preventive treatments, use half the dose

recommended above.

DRAIN UNBLOCKERTUBEFON
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D2

Ref. T1023

l 1 Kg. in box of 24 uds.

l 2 Kg. in box of 12 uds.

l 8 Kg. in box of 4 uds.



Product composed by a mixture of
solvents and additives, with

lubricant properties, deoxidizing
and inhibitors of corrosion that,

with the high capacity of
penetration, make of it a big help
to any problem of block, clog or

plugging.

lUnblocking of screws and mechanic
parts which are oxidized.

lIt helps to remove oxidized shafts, to
liberate rings from corrosion machines,

etc.

lIn gunsmith, naval industry, in ships
and yacht, boats and watercrafts.

lIn general, in workshops of reparation
of vehicles, service companies, ship-

yards, big collectivities, railways, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Dissolves effectively the dirt, mold and all types of
residues.

l Acts by capillarity, what provides an excellent power
of penetration getting the most hidden particles of oxidize.

l Very quickly action, loosen in a few seconds all types
of nuts, bolts, locks, etc.

l Its contents in antioxidant, and inhibitors of corro-
sion, help to keep clean and lubricate the piece, dela-
ying later obstructions and blocks.

l It can be applied on surfaces of rubber, eraser,
wood or metal, without damaging the finished result.

Surfaces of plastic require a check “in situ” due to the big

variety of them existing on the market.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It is used as it is supplied, in pure state, without solu-

tion. 

The application will be done by brush, spraying or by

immersion, leaving to pass 20-30 minutes before

proceeding to loosen the piece.

INSTANT BLOCKAGE REMOVERABRITON
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D3

Ref. T1017

l Aerosol  in box of 12 uds.

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.



Additive of orgometallic nature
that improves the energetic
capacity and the rest of the
properties of the diesel fuel.

lBurners of pots, ovens, etc.

lShipyards, town halls, service sta-

tions, etc.

lBus companies, tractors, lorry,

taxi companies, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Maintains in dispersion the impurities, avoiding the
obstruction of the injector filters.

l Mix the rest of humidity which bother for a perfect
combustion.

l Reduces the formation of sulfuric acid, avoiding in
most parts the corrosion that this normally produces.

l Due to the previous points, the combustion is impro-
ved, getting an economy of the fuel around 3-5%.

l Reduces the emission of ashes and smokes.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

The dosage must be done preferably on empty deposits or

with diesel oil.

Add the additive in the correct proportion each time that

petrol fillings are done.

l First dosage: 2-3 liters for 1000 liters of diesel oil.

The first dosage must be the same during the two first

weeks, in order to get that the facilities get the best result.

l Maintenance dosage: 1 liter of product for 1000 liter of
diesel oil.

DIESEL ADDITIVESOLI-GAS
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D4

Ref. T1016

l 1 L. in box of 12 uds.

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.



Additive which neutralizes the
harmful action of a series of

strange materials which normally
contains the fuel-oil, that when it

rusts in presence of the
atmospheric oxygen produce

corrosions, obstructions and in
general a combustion not much

efficient.

Fuel-Oil systems in general, in which is

wanted to get the following progress:

lReduce of soot

lAvoid sedimentation

lMaintain the circuits cleaner

lIncrease the performance in the
combustion

lReduce the corrosion

PROPERTIES

1.STRANGE MATERIAL: WATER
Water is deposited on the button of the tank, reducing its

capacity. Rusts and provokes the appearance of non-orga-

nic acids which produce problems of corrosion on the walls.

• The addition of SOLI-FUEL, mixes and scatters
the water stopping the formation of acids and reducing
the oxidation in general.

2.STRANGE MATERIAL: SULFUR
The sulfuric acid produced in appearance of the oxygen and

humidity of the environment attack to the walls by corro-

sion.

This effect occurs especially with low temperatures.

• With the addition of SOLI-FUEL, it is reached

quickly high temperatures, avoiding on this way the
corrosion.

3.STRANGE MATERIAL: VANADIUM
The vanadium salts are deposited on the walls provocking 

corrosion in high temperatures.

• With the addition of SOLI-FUEL, is adjusted the
excess of air, reducing the formation of vanadium oxi-
des and also the vanadium corrosive salts.

4.STRANGE MATERIAL: HALOGENS (FLUORIDE, CHLO-
RINE, ETC)
These elements react with water producing the hydrochloric,

etc, which debilitate the metallic surfaces.

• The addition of SOLI-FUEL, does that the antico-

rrosive agents that include in its formulation, protect the
metallic parts of its attack.

5.STRANGE MATERIAL: ORGANIC MUDS
Formation of residues in the button which obstruct and

complicates the composition.

• With the additive of SOLI-FUEL, the organic parti-

cles are dissolved, it is cleaned the channeling and it is
impeded that the volume of the tank decreases, increa-
sing, the combustion of the performance.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

1.First dosage: 
1 Lt of product for each 1000 Lt of Fuel-oil.

2.Maintenance dosage:

1 Lt of product for each 4000 Lt of Fuel-oil

Normally is advisable to add the additive before the

Fuel-oil.

FUEL-OIL ADDITIVESOLI-FUEL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D5

Ref. T1015

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.



We recommend its use in all types of

refrigerant circuits or boiler facilities to

prevent the salt embedded which can

provoke big problems.

The factors which affect more in the

behavior of the water are: pH, contains

in oxygen, hardness and mineralization.

Our preventive acts on all these factors,

maintaining in the most appropriate

levels for the perfect operation of the

facilities.

PROPERTIES

l Catch the calcium ion, magnesium, etc, maintai-

ning them in the solution and avoiding their incrusta-

tion in walls.

l If exists a previous incrustation, it acts on it,
establishing a tendency on the metallic ions of the

salt scab to pass throw the solution, reducing like

this the incrustation.

l Acts on the pH, maintaining it in an alkaline inter-

val which inhibites the cathode reaction of reduction

of the oxygen.

l The action of the corrosion inhibitors impeding the
wear of the facilities and its bad operation.

l The antimicrobial action reduces the risk of for-

mation of substance of biological origin and inhibi-

tes the formation of mud.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Before starting with the treatment, we recommend to

clean the interior with our descaling and powerful

cleaner DESCAL A.E, to ensure a well operation of

the facilities.

First treatment: 
We recommend a dosage of 4 liters of SINCAL for 

1000 liters of water, such in refrigeration as in bolers.

Maintenance treatment: take a sample once the

preventive is diluted, and compare it once a week

with the water of the circuit, if the color has changed

to a lighter one, means that the concentration of

SINCAL is low and for this reason, it will be added

more product until getting the color of the sample.

BOILER AND COOLING TOWER ANTI-

SCALE PROTECTIONSINCAL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D6

Ref. T1019

Composed of a complex of
phosphates in dissolving, with
powerful inhibitors of corrosion

and antimicrobial, special for
water treatments

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Electrical circuit anti-moisture which
is used for the protection of electric
circuits for the corrosion, action of

the atmospheric agents and
derivations produced by parasitic

currents, keeping the equipment in
perfect working conditions, including

after long inactivity periods.

It is used with success in the protection

against humidity, dust, and rust of elec-

tric panels, telegraph, open engines,

dynamos, cables, electric circuits, televi-

sion, radio, telephones, etc.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lPossesses a hydrophobic character, leaves com-
pletely bare the humidity introducing in all types of

cracks including the most hidden parts, evicting the

water and eliminating the derivations.

lPossesses antioxidant agents which lubricate the

pieces and cover them with a thin layer which will

absorb the dust, eliminating the freights and wor-

king with an excellent anti-parasitic.

lIt does not attack to the paint, and it does not dis-

solve the varnish, being inert to a big amount of lac

quers and elastics.

lImprove the conductivity of the circuit, allowing

to get a higher performance, with a lower mainte-

nance.

lHighly de-greasing, eliminates by dissolution the

grease and dirt most embedded, protecting the elec-

tric equipment from the dust accumulated which

damage the connections.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lIt is used pure as it is in the container.

lIt is recommended to apply in cold. The application can
be spraying, brushing, or by immersion of the piece we

want to treat.

ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT ANTI-

MOISTURE PROTECTIONVENTILEC
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D7

Ref. T1001

l Aerosol  in box of 12 uds.

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.



Ideal product for the disinfection
of water destined to the public

consumption. It is constituted by
an inorganic calcium salt, with a

65% of active chlorine, that
possesses an excellent

effectiveness as disinfectant
against a wide range of bacterium,
microorganisms, seaweed, virus,

etc.

Its use lead to: water-treatment plants,

transport of drinking water, cleaning

contracts and disinfection of cistern

tanks in hotels, shipping companies,

etc.

Its use is essential in the prevention of

infections and propagation of epidemic

caused by the failure in the supply of

drinking water, floods, damages in

water treatment plants or when the

quality of the water is not appropriate.

PROPERTIES

Its disinfection action is based in two points:

1. Acts by contact against the bacterium and
microorganisms which contaminate the water, as

consequence of its passage through dam and con-

ductions before getting the water treatment plant or

because of the atmospheric agents.

2. Acts rusting the organic material in the water,
which is used as nutrient by the microorganisms. Our

product eliminates the bad odors, turbidity, and color

changes, getting as consequence a clean and crysta-

lline water.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Normal dosage:
20gr/m3 of water to treat.

Maximum dosage recommended: 

30gr/m3 of water to treat.

l In facilities of drinking water treatment plants, add the
necessary quantity of product in the chlorination pond

after the flocculation, decantation, filtration and adjust-

ment treatment of the pH of the water.

l In disinfection of water tender in hotels and communi-
ties, add the product after the cleaning, being enough

once each 6-12 months.

l In municipalities without facilities of water treatment
plants, add the product in the chlorination pond diary.

l In tanks or containers of drinking water in ships, add
the product after the cleaning of this, each time that the

deposit is refilled.

CHLORINE FOR DRINKING

WATER TREATMENTCLOROPOT
APLICATIONS

Presentation
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Recommended for use as a water repe-

llent on general building materials such

as cement, plaster, baked clay, natural

stone, artificial stone, tiles, bricks, etc.

l To protect constructions against all
problems caused by damp and air

pollution. 

APLICATIONS

Highly effective water repellent for
surfaces with problems caused by

damp.
Highly concentrated water

repellent materials that give the
product a high coverage.

CONCENTRATED WATER

REPELLENTRETROC-MAX

Presentation
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PROPERTIES

l It very economical because of its great coverage,

since it can be applied highly diluted in water.

l Has a high degree of penetration in the surface,

creating a high quality water repellent barrier.

l Conserves the material's porosity, allowing it to

breathe, and avoiding the pressure differences cau-

sed by perforations in the surface treatment.

l Because it repels damp, it prevents the appearan-
ce of fungus and blooming.

l The treated surfaces can be treated perfectly.

l Prevents chemical damage caused by acid rain in

towns or industrial areas. 

l Its heat insulation coefficient is unaffected by humi-

dity.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lUsed diluted in 7-10% water to waterproof both vertical and
horizontal surfaces.

lTo waterproof mortar, add undiluted to the water in the
mix in the proportion of 4% by weight of cement.

Once the wall is ready, apply as in the above case.

lTo waterproof plaster, add to the water in the mix in the
proportion of 8% of the weight of the plaster.

lCan be applied by roller, brush or spray gun, spreading the
product until the surface is totally saturated

with it.

lWhen the surface is very porous, a second coat should be
applied before the first is completely dry.

lBeading (water repelling) will start to be seen once the
coat is dry, although it will only reach full effectiveness 48

hours after treating the surface.

COVERAGE
lThe covering power of our RETROC-MAX water repellent
will depend on the state of the surface and

the degree of waterproofing required.

lAs a guide, once diluted, 30 to 40 m2 can be treated per
litre.

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Waterproofing for all types of con-

crete surfaces.

lRepairs to surfaces exposed to

water in cisterns, water tanks,

swimming pools, water pipes,

etc.

lProtection from rainwater in tun-

nels, basements, lift shafts, gara-

ges, etc, preventing water

seepages.

PROPERTIES

lWaterproofs to retain and prevent pressure, allowing
it to support water loads even in completely wet surfaces

such as swimming pools, cisterns, tanks, etc.

lAdheres perfectly to clean, porous and damp surfa-
ces.

lProtects concrete and masonry from constant damp,
seepages, damp surfaces etc, providing impermeable

substrates of great resistance and durability.

lComprises a mix of special cements and additives that
give it very specific properties.

lAllows the concrete to transpire, without yellowing
and provides washable surfaces.

lOnce set it does not react and is thus compatible with
drinking water.

COVERAGE
As a surface treatment applied by brush: 1-1.5 kg./m2 with

1 mm thickness.

With the consistency of mortar applied with wool: 2- 3

kg./m2 with 2 mm thickness.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lBefore applying REVICEM, the surface must be clea-

ned of all types of dirt, blooming, fungus, remains of

other treatments, etc, to provide a firm adherent base.

lWith water courses, seepages, cracks, faults in pipes,

etc, repair with REVICEM-P

lFinally, the base must be moistened to saturation

while avoiding puddles.

lMix REVICEM with water to the required consistency,

depending on whether it is to be applied by

brush or with wool.

lApplication with brush: Mix 100 parts of REVICEM

with 30- 35 of water and apply as though it were paint

using a stiff brush. Apply second coat 24 hours later,

brushing crosswise to the first coat.

lApplication with wool: Mix 100 parts of REVICEM

with 20- 25 of water to give the consistency of putty

and apply to a thickness no greater than 3 mm. If the

waterproofing is to be subjected to constant.

APLICATIONS
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Waterproofing for damp walls and
concrete surfaces and masonry

where great
resistance to damp and water is

required.

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.

WATERPROOFING FOR DAMP 

AND WET WALLSREVICEM

D10

Ref. C1046



This product is specially designed
for treating rusty iron surfaces.

When applied to the rusty metal it
causes a chemical reaction that

converts the iron oxide into a
black/blue insoluble organic

compound that protects the metal
from further rusting, while forming

a firm base for paint or other
finishes.

PAVON covers a wide range of appli-

cations. As a rust transformer it can

be used in all industries that use or

work with iron, such as, for example,

ship building, the automobile

industry, maintenance, building (for

treating fences, windows, tools, etc),

do-it-yourself, etc.

PROPERTIES

lDoes not require extensive sandpapering,

although the best results are obtained by removing

the remains of paint, scale, residues and greases so

that it can react directly with the rust.

lSurfaces are left ready for painting or lacquering.

Painting can be avoided by applying a second
coat of product.

lDoes not freeze.

lDoes not contain inflammable or volatile
solvents.

lHigh coverage: 15 - 20 m2/l depending on the

temperature.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

“STIR BEFORE USE”

Apply with brush, roller or spray. 

Should not be diluted.

Surfaces with remains of paint and old rust:
Scrape the surface to facilitate penetration by the

product and apply a first coat.

Surfaces impregnated with calamines: Sand blast

for a perfect application and apply one coat of pro-

duct.

Surfaces with little rust: Brush off the loose dust and

apply one coat of product.

lApproximate drying time: 2 hours. Do not apply paint

or a second coat until this time has elapsed.

lClean tools with water immediately after use.

TREATMENT FOR RUSTY IRON

(RUST TRANSFORMER)PAVON
APLICATIONS

Presentation
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l 1L in box of 12 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Its use is especially recommended in

workshops, plumbing shops, prin-

ting houses, shipyards, factories,

ships, mines, railways, and in gene-

ral in all those activities, in which is

required a deep cleaning action after

having realized a work with oils and

greases of engines.

PROPERTIES

l Pleasant fruity smell.

l Posses a big degreasing power and emulsifier

in general.

l Contains moisturizing and softening agents
which avoid drying out the skin.

l Contains antibacterial additives to avoid that

the small wounds done during the work time beco-

me infected.

l Its composition consists in a complex and com-

pletely balanced mixture of organic deodorized sol-

vents, anionic and no-ionic surfactants and stabili-

zers, softeners, and antibacterial agents.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

l It is recommended not to wet the hands before

applying the product, considering that this could tric-

kle and its action would be reduced.

l Put a small quantity of product in the palm of the

hand, and after being homogeneous dispersed, rub

until you see that all the dirt has been dissolved.

l Next, rinse with water until the total elimination of

the greases.

It can be applied with a special dispenser which we will
provide in case it is demanded, being necessary to dilu-
te it in water for viscosity fitting, depending on model to
use.

INDUSTRIAL DEGREASING 

HAND-WASHDISOLMAN
APLICATIONS
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Product especially elaborated for the hand
washing in people that for their work, they

have them exposed to big quantities of
grease, oils, inks, and dirt in general.

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.

l 10 Kg. in box of 2 uds.



Creates and maintains a wet effect
on paving of clay, terracotta,
Catalan tiles, and in general,

ceramics with a porous finish,
moistening them and protecting

them against damp and daily use..

This product is recommended for

treating clay, terracotta and ceramic

paving with porous finishes to pro-

tect them against stains from damp

and daily use. 

Its regular use creates a wet effect,

giving floors that recently-cleaned

look and creating a welcoming air

with a very agreeable fresh smell.

PROPERTIES

lHas a balanced and perfect water repelling action,

without leaving traces when applied.

lHigh penetrating power, sealing the pores in clay

and ceramics generally, protecting floors from damp

and deterioration through daily use.

lPreserves the appearance of the clay, highlights
its beauty and creates a welcoming air with a very

agreeable fresh smell.

lIts regular use keeps the new look of clay floors

and delays ageing.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

SHOCK TREATMENT

1. Clean and de-scale with our DESCAL special scale

remover for clay, thoroughly rinse and allow to dry

completely.

2. Dilute 50% in water and apply a first coat with a

mop or roller, previously moistened in water.

3. Apply the second coat with undiluted product. The

matt wet effect will appear immediately.

For a satin finish, apply a third coat of undiluted pro-

duct, pressing firmly while applying.

Dries immediately; it can be walked on after 15 minu-

tes, although it is preferable to wait for 1- 2 hours.

MAINTENANCE

To maintain the appearance obtained with the shock

treatment, add 15 to 20 cc. to each bucket of water

and clean the floor as usual.

WET EFFECT TREATMENT

FOR RUSTIC AND CLAY PAVINGRUSTISAN
APLICATIONS
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l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Removes cement residues, lime

deposits and dirt stains on cement

floors.

lScale remover for bricks, floors

and tiles, drains, down pipes,

industrial dishwashers, washing

machines, fur in WCs, etc.

lRust remover for metals.

lCleaner for lime scales, algae,

blooming, etc.

PROPERTIES

lDissolves cement residues and lime deposits.

lContains corrosion inhibitors that cancel the

effects of acids on metals.

lContains wetting agents that reduce surface tension

so that the product reaches even the most hidden
areas.

lActs as a rust remover in metals, allowing later

treatment.

lRemoves algae, blooming, mosses and scaling
in swimming pools, ponds, fountains and boats.

lCleans greases and oils from cement floors.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

DE-SCALING OF DRAINS, DISHWASHERS AND WAS-
HING MACHINES
Dilute 1 part of product for each 2 parts of water.

In drains, pour in 100 cc. and repeat the operation three

times at 10-minute intervals.

In dishwashers and washing machines, apply 250 cc. in

the washing water and allow the washing and rinsing pro-

cesses to be carried out. Repeat the operation if necessary.

To remove fur in the WC, pour in 100 cc. and scrub with a

brush.

DE-SCALING IN BUILDING WORK
To remove remains of concrete and cement from floors

and tiles, use 1 part of product for 2-10 of water, depending

on the degree of scaling.

CLEANING SWIMMING POOLS, FOUNTAINS, BOATS,
ETC: As above.

RUST REMOVER FOR CLEANING METALS
Dilute 1 part of product in 5 of water. Apply to the metal

with a brush. Rinse and dry and protect with our REVI-

NOIR

Anti-rust varnish or with our PAVON rust transformer t pre-

vent further rusting.

SCALE REMOVER, ENHANCED CLEANER

AND RUST REMOVERDESCAL
APLICATIONS
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Scale remover and cleaner for all types
of insoluble salts such as calcium

sulphate, calcium carbonate,
magnesium hydroxide, insoluble

silicates, etc, converting them into
water-soluble compounds.

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



lDescaling and cleaning of mineral

substratum in: tiles, bricks, cement

floors, pools, public founts, baths,

wastepipes, etc.

lMetallic substratum: tools, cons-

truction machinery, public works,

etc.

PROPERTIES

lThe surfactants that exist in its formulation, dimi-

nishing the superficial tension improving the reac-
tion velocity.

lThe existence of inhibitors of corrosion in its che-

mical composition, make this product recommenda-

ble for the cleaning of metallic tools, facilitating the 

elimination of spots caused by the rust of the iron
and by the rust of the aluminum.

lDissolves cement residues and calcareous
deposits.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lDepending on the application we want to do, and

the state of the substratum to treat, it can be used

pure or diluted until in 12 parts of water.

lIt can be applied by brush or spray.

lIt is recommended to do trials of dilution to find the

optimum for each situation.

lOnce it is applied, leave to act some minutes, and

after that rinse with abundant water.

lWhen the product is applied on metallic substra-

tum, it is necessary to rinse with abundant water and

later dry it to prevent later oxidations.

DE-SCALERDESCAL-25
APLICATIONS
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l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.

Product formulated in base to a complex and
equilibrated combination of inorganic acids,

surfactants and powerful inhibitors of corrosion,
especially studied for the total elimination of
products derived from limestone or clayey in

general.



Water-based waterproofer whose main
component is a synthetic acrylic styrene
copolymer. Once dry, it forms a layer that

sticks strongly to the surface and is
completely elastic. It penetrates deeply

into cracks and hollows and follows
expansion and contraction movements

without splitting.

Revimca is the ideal product for water-

proofing terraces, flat roofs, roofs, etc,

in private houses, apartment blocks,

hotel maintenance services, construc-

tion companies, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Total waterproofing.
l Great adherence and fitting to the supporting
base, penetrating cracks and hollows.

lMaximum resistance to traction.
l Chemical stability.

l Great resistance: to rubbing and wear, to ultravio-

let radiation (does not discolour or spoil).

Has the following advantages compared to other

application instructions:

1. Low application cost.

2. Quick and simple application, without construc-

tion work or expensive or sophisticated tools.

3. Improves the appearance of surface finishes.

4. Is compatible with other waterproofing instruc-

tionss, so it can be used to repair old waterproofing.

5. The treated surface can be walked on.

6. Can be applied before new flooring is installed.

7. Tools are cleaned simply with water.

8. Reduces fire risk since it has no solvents or tars,

making it self-extinguishing.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE
SURFACE PREPARATION
Repair all hollows, cracks, etc in the surface to be

waterproofed. Clean up dirt and leaves and wait until

completely dry.
PRIMING
Apply a first coat of waterproofing diluted with 20-

25% water. Ensure that this priming penetrates all

hollows and cracks in the surface. Apply with a brush

or roller.

PLACING GLASS FIBRE
Once the primer coat is dry to the tough, place the

glass fibre cloth, gluing it to the primer with a coat of

pure revimca.
FINISH
Once the second coat has dried, apply one or two

coats of pure revimca to achieve optimal results.
COVERAGE
1.5 -2 kg. of product per m2

WATERPROOFING ACRYLIC RUBBER

SURFACE TREATMENTREVIMCA
APLICATIONS
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CERTIFICADO

DEL M.O.P.U. 

BAJO NORMAS

U.N.E.

GREY - GREEN - ROOF RED

BEIG - WHITE - OXIDE RED

Colores:

Ref. C1010 - WHITW

Ref. C1011 - OXIDE RED

Ref. C1012 - GREEN

Ref. C1013 - BEIG

Ref. C1014 - GREY

Ref. C1080 - ROOF RED

l 1 Kg. in box of 16 uds.

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.



Cationic formula with persistent
cleaning action and wide range of

action against
algae, germs and microorganisms.

l Recommended for removing all
types of algae, fungus, moss, mildew,

etc, on the surfaces of floors in terra-

ces, gardens, walls, etc.

PROPERTIES

lProduct comprising a solution of quaternary
ammonium salts with excellent chemical stability.

lIts great power as a wetting agent allows it to

penetrate places that others can't reach will provi-

ding a residual action that guarantees the total eli-
mination of micro-organisms.

lBecause of its cationic nature, it has a great affi-
nity for bacteria, acting on GRAM+ and GRAM
germs, even on layers of staphylococcus aureus.

lSoluble in any proportion of water and its effective-

ness is not affected by the water's hardness.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lThe mix depends on the state of the surface and

the nature of the micro-organisms: algae, fungus,

moss or mildew.

lAs a guide, dilution may range from 1 part of pro-

duct in 10 of water to 1 part of product in 20 of

water, always depending on the age and type of the

micro-organisms.

lOnce diluted, spray the surface, allow it to act for a

few minutes and rinse away with water. Allow the 

surface to dry completely before applying any other

type of treatment to it.

lIf any micro-organism re-appears once the surface

is dry, this is because its roots are deeper and more

numerous than thought, in which case a new, stron-

ger application is recommended.

APLICATIONS

Presentation

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.

ANTI-MOSS TREATMENTREVI-MOSS

D17

Ref. H1079



Based on enzymes
(microorganisms and nutrients). 
Effective for unblocking pipes,

drains, fat traps, septic tanks, etc.

lUsed to treat septic tanks, cesspools,
wastewater holding tanks, portable toi-

lets, maintenance of industrial facilities,

abattoirs, cutting plants, meat-proces-

sing plants, etc.

lAllows dumping parameters to be
controlled for wastewater treatment,

purification plants, etc.

lEnables odours to be reduced at
poultry and pig farms, stables, etc.

lVery useful product for industrial-
scale kitchens,  restaurants,  catering

operations, hotels, military camps, etc.

BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT 

FOR SEPTIC TANKSBIO-REV
APLICATIONS

D18

Ref. H1096

PROPERTIES

lActs quickly and selectively against organic matter.

lReduces the surface solids content by 77% and up to
40% of solids deposited on the bottom.
lActs across a wide range of pH values, between 5.0
and 9.0.

lOngoing use of this product allows chemical oxygen
demand (COD) values and solids in suspension to be redu-

ced, making it possible to lower the frequency with
which septic tanks need to be 
emtied.
lOngoing use of the product enables the production of
methane and other gases to be kept below 0.1%, thereby

eliminating unpleasant odours.

YIELD
The yield will vary depending on the task for which the
product is being used.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE
Use by dissolving a suitable amount of the product in

water, depending on the amount of pollutant to be treated. 

Presentation

YIELD PER APPLICATION

APPLICATION TREATMENT MAINTENANCE

Elimination of unpleasant odours on farms, in warehouses, etc. 200 g/10L water/10 T animal weightl    -

Control of organic matter at abattoirs, cutting plants, etc 800 g/ m3   of water, every 3 days 100 g/ m3   per day

Control of smells from compost facilities, poultry farms etc. 10 g/ 1000 birds, weekly -

Cesspool treatment 50 g/ m3   water 25 g/m3   water

Wastewater treatment plants 1 Kg./ 5000 m3  500 g/ 5000 m3  , weekly 

Digesters, activated-sludge ponds, etc 10 g/ m3   water                                                    10 gr./ m3   water, weekly

Cleaning pipes, drains, fat traps, etc. 100 g/ 500 L water 50 g/ 500 L   water, weekly

Restaurants, catering 50 g/ 500 meals per day -

Treatment of household waste 400 g/home 100 g/home weekly

Cleaning pipes, portable toilets, septic tanks 500 g/ m3   water 50 g/toilet 

l 1/2 Kg. in box of 12 uds.

l 1 Kg. in box of 12 uds.

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.



Biological activator for waste
water treatment made of the best

mixture of nonpathogenic
microorganisms, enzymes and

aroma.

Used in the treatment and maintenance

of septic tanks, cesspools, sanitary faci-

lities, wastewater collectors, community

sewage water, large groups, etc..

lVery useful for facility maintenance
companies, hotels, residences, military

camps, etc.

lHigh-performance product, no special
care required.

PROPERTIES

lQuick, effective action for organic matter, garba-
ge, wastewater, etc.

lIts balanced composition of microorganisms and

enzymes ensures quick, long-lasting action.

lPrevents obstruction, stoppage and foul odours
from pipes, drains, toilets, etc.

lMaintains the biological balance in the facilities

they are used in.

lHandling is nonhazardous as it contains no toxic
or harmful substances.

lNatural, caustic-free, environmentally-friendly
product.

lEasy-dose tablets come in individual 12-tablet

packs. Packages contain a 6-month supply.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Use from the package as it comes. Open the bag

and add the table directly to the toilet. Wait until it

dissolves in the water and then flush.

The tablet can also be dissolved in a bucket of water

and then poured directly down the drain, into cess-

pool or septic tank.

Repeat treatment every fortnight dissolving another

tablet.

EFFERVESCENT BIOLOGICAL 

TREATMENT TABLETSREVI-PACK
APLICATIONS
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l 240 grames in box of 8 uds.



This mixture of inorganic acids,
surfactants and rustproofers, is
suitable for use in contact with

enameled surfaces, tiles,
porcelain, etc.

Used as an antiskid treatment on gres-

tile floors,glazed ceramics, enamelled

surfaces, marble, granite, natural stone,

etc.

lProvides antiskid surfaces for bath-
tubs, shower stalls, gres tiles, etc.

lIndispensable for assisted-living faci-
lities, senior-citizen care facilities, large

groups, children's camps, communi-

ties, hotels, sports facilities, etc.

lVery useful for maintenance compa-
nies, plumbing contractors, etc.

PROPERTIES

lA chemical reaction acts on the surface it is applied to
creating micropores that prevent skidding when wet.

lThe treatment leaves no product residue on the surfa-
ce.

lIncreases the friction coefficient between the surface
and shoes or feet, avoiding skidding and slipping on wet

surfaces.

lQuick and easy treatment, with no need for maintenan-
ce, except for wear and tear from traffic.

lActs quickly, allowing the treated surface to be put
into use immediately after removing excess product.

lAvoids the need for rugs, anti-skid strips, etc., in bath-
tubs and porcelain surfaces, assisting in the conservation

of pieces treated for fungus.

lProvides an invisible finish, not changing the look or
colour of the treated surfaces.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Clean the surface to be treated, removing dust, grease

and dirt before applying the product. Rinse with water and

dry.

Apply as it comes from the container, as a spray or with a

sponge over the entire surface. Let cure for 5- 30 minutes

and then rinse well with water.

Curing times vary depending on the material treated. On

tiles, let set 5-7 minutes. On polished marble curing takes

from 4 to 6 minutes. On granite let set for 20-25 minutes.

If necessary leave on longer depending on results.

For bathtubs, shower stalls, etc., put the plug in the train.

Apply and let set for 8-10 minutes, and then rinse well

with water.

ANTISKID FOR ENAMELLED SURFACESREVITOP
APLICATIONS
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l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Based on a mixture of inorganic
acids, dispersal agents, viscosity

regulators and corrosion
inhibitors, suitable for use on all
types of stoneware and painted
surfaces, both horizontal and

vertical.

Used to give an anti-slip treatment for all

types of stoneware and painted surfa-

ces.

lOf essential use in sports centres,
hotel swimming pools, gymnasiums,

salt water treatment centres, water the-

rapy centres, etc.

lMeets the specifications of the tech-
nical building code, section SU 1, class

3. It is especially recommended for

damp indoor and outdoor surfaces,

areas in which users are barefoot and

the bottoms of swimming pools less

than 1.5 m deep.

PROPERTIES

lActs by chemical reaction on the surface to which it

is applied, creating micro-pores that prevent slip-
ping on damp surfaces.
lThe treatment leaves no remains of the product

on the surface.

lIncreases the coefficient of friction between the

surface and footwear or feet, preventing slipping on

damp surfaces.

lSimple and quick treatment, requiring no further

maintenance, except where constant use has

caused abrasion.

lActs quickly, allowing treated surfaces to be used 

immediately after all remains of the product have

been removed.

lContains viscosity regulator additives that allow
the product to be applied on horizontal and verti-
cal surfaces.
lOn vertical surfaces, increases the contact time

with the surface, allowing large areas to be treated

without drips.

lProvides invisible finishes, without changing the
appearance or colour of the treated surfaces.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Before applying the product, clean the surface of

dust, grease and dirt. Wash with water and dry.

Apply as described on the packaging, with a spray or

sponge, soaking the surface well. Allow to act on

stoneware for at least 45 minutes then wash with 

plentiful water.

As a rough guide, the performance is 2.5 to 3

m2/litre of product. The product should be spread

well over

the entire surface and retouched if necessary during

the drying time.

ANTI-SLIP TREATMENT FOR STONEWARE

AND PAINTED SURFACESREVIGRES
APLICATIONS
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l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



It is made by a mixture of
humectants, sequestrants,
abrasives, brighteners and

viscosity regulators.

Eliminates spots caused by grease,

dirt, alkaline degreaser in surfaces of

stainless steel, allowing to recover

the aspect of the original polished.

l Very useful in metal workshops,
companies of transformation of

stainless steel, industrial kitchens,

cleaning of extractors in industrial

kitchens, hotels, communities, clea-

ning companies, etc.

l Product with a high performance
which allows the restoration of the

bright in very used surfaces, attac-

ked or very used.

PROPERTIES

l Contains surfactants which allow to penetrate and

to extract the spot from the surface where it is

applied.

l Contains fineness abrasive, hardness and granu-

lometry suitable to prevent marks on the treated sur-

face.

l Its contain in sequestrant and brightener agents
allow the eliminations of oxide spots, stainless
steel surfaces, glass ceramic hob, etc.

l Allows the elimination of spots in surfaces that in

another way could not be eliminated.

l Restores the bright in metallic surfaces, stain-
less steel, etc, allowing to recover its original

aspect.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It is applied as originally in the container, extending a

small quantity of product on the spot to eliminate.

Leaves it to act during a few seconds and after that

rub with a clean mop until the spot is eliminated. 

STAINLESS-STEEL SURFACE

POLISHREVIPUL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D22

Ref. T1051

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Colorless synthetic grease,
slightly stringy, non-toxic, specific
for the lubrication of machineries,

mobile parts, gears, etc, in the
food Industry.

Allows the maintenance of machinery,

axle boxes and in general in all kind of

gear systems that requires a long dura-

tion.

lIt is used in the lubrication of machi-
neries of the meet industry, bakeries,

milk factories, soft drinks companies,

canning industry, etc.

lVery useful in all types of applications
that require a grease with big adheren-

ce, colorless, that requires non-toxic

properties.

PROPERTIES

lExcellent behavior in low and high temperatu-
res.

lProvides a lubricated layer of greases benefits,

resistant to the humidity, contact with water,
acids and alkalis.

lProtects from the corrosion and oxidation.

lFacilitates the slipping between the mobile pie-
ces, reducing the coefficient of friction and wearing

out.

lIt can be in indirect contact with food during its
elaboration (Rule H1)

lProduct packing in aerosol with propellent no-
polluting of the ozone layer.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Shake it before use it.

Spraying directly on the surface to treat, 20cm far

from it, in shorts bursts. Once the application is finis-

hed invert the aerosol and do several sprayers to

clean the valve.

NON-TOXIC COLORLESS 

GREASE FOR THE FOOD INDUSTRYALIREV
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D23

Ref. H10104

l Aerosol 400 cc in box of 12 uds.



Specific product for cleaning, fat
removal and elimination of

unpleasant odours in areas near
rubbish containers and tips, pipes,

fat traps, processing floors and
areas, compost heaps,

wastewater, or for use in the food
industry.

Cleaning and fat removal of floors and

surfaces at industrial abattoirs, animal-

sacrifice areas, waste stores, and in

general anywhere related to the food

industry where unpleasant odours need

to be eliminated. 

lParticularly useful for waste-collec-
tion firms to eliminate unpleasant

odours at bin stores or for cleaning and

deodorising used containers.

lEliminates unpleasant smells at farm-
yards, animal transit areas, stables,

pens, etc.

PROPERTIES

lBased on natural terpenic derivatives mixed with

selected emulsifiers.

lProvides water-stable emulsions that highly

effective at removing fats and eliminating odours.

lFacilitates the removal of fats and dirt simply by
rinsing with a water jet.

lContains no halogenated aromatic solvents.

lEliminates bad odours near rubbish tips, waste-
water, etc., and replacing them with a long-lasting
pleasant smell. 

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Use diluted in water as an emulsion. The exact proportion

will depend on the amount of dirt and intensity of the odours

to be eliminated. Can be applied by drip dosage, sparring or

by adding the emulsion directly to the area to be treated.

As a standard dose, use 1 part product per 10-25 parts

water. In areas where fat is to be eliminated, dilute to 1% in

water.

Leave for a few minutes and then rub with a cloth or stiff

brush, or rinse with a water jet.

ECO-SOLVENT ODOUR REMOVERODOREV
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D24

Ref. H10108

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.

l 10 L. in box of 2 uds.



Desinfectant for the treatment of
the Legionella. Use in refrigeration

towers and evaporative
condensers. Exclusively used by

personnel specialized.

It is used as a disinfectant in the treat-

ment of the entering water in refrigera-

tion towers, evaporative condensers and

equipment of air-conditioned for the pre-

vention of the development of Legionella

pneumaphila.

lIndispensable to meet the Hygienic-
Sanitary criteria for the prevention and

control of the legionellosis. (RD

909/2001 and RD 865/2003)

DESINFECTANT FOR THE 

TREATMENT OF THE LEGIONELLABROCHE-LEG
APLICATIONS

Presentation

D25

Ref. H10111

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Dilution in the water of the circuit by a dispenser bomb.

First time of use: 2L of product for each m3 of water to treat,

keeping it in recirculation during at least 1 hour.

Maintenance: 2L for each m3 of water.

Obey the laboratory test by the regulation prEN 13623

(Chemical disinfectant and antiseptics. Bactericidal activity

of products against Legionella pneumaphila) to 24 hours. 

Incompatible with organic material, detergent having

anions in its composition, ammoniacal and hypochlorite

derivatives.  

Incompatible with chromium, lead, aluminum, tin, zinc and

their alloy (bronze, brass, etc).

This product has a kit of analysis of quaternary ammonium 

LAMOTTE Kit code 7057 (It is applied apart).

Neutralizing: sodium lauryl sulfate (1part of sodium lauryl

sulfate for each part of didecyl dimethyl ammonium chlori-

de)

It is used measuring out the necessary quantity of product

by a dispenser bomb in the pond of the refrigeration tower. 

In evaporative condensers, machines of air-conditioner,

fans, etc, add the required quantity of product in the con-

densation tray of the water.

or the cleaning and disinfection of the filters of the air-con-

ditioner machines in a dilution of 20mlof product for each

10litres of water, keeping a time of contact of minimum

1hour. After that rinse with water and assemble the filters.

PROPERTIES

lSpecific disinfectant for the control of Legionella

based in derivatives of quaternary ammonium of

modified structure and selected chains. 

lActs quickly and with little concentrations, at

parts-per million (ppm) levels.

lCompatible with hard waters and the presence
of organic material without losing efficiency,
effective in a big range of pH and temperature.

lActs in the microorganisms which cause breat-

hing problems, allowing the prevention of infections

by Legionella.

lIts big moistening power allows the elimination of
seaweed circuits, mud and biofilm, which produ-
ce loss of performance in the hot transfer of the
refrigeration in industrial equipments.
lEasy to apply, soluble in water with any quantity.

lProduct proven in an independent laboratory, mee-

ting the regulation prEN 13623 (chemical disinfectant

and antiseptics. Bactericidal activity of products

against Legionella pneumaphila) to 24 hours. 

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



General cleaner in base of
bioalcohol, quick dry. Cleans and
perfumes at the same time, any
type of floors, glazes, plastics,

etc.

It is very useful in the cleaning of floors,

bathrooms and tiles, and varied surfaces

in facilities as: catering, schools, cine-

mas, big storages and in all those places

where a deep cleaning with a pleasant

and permanent aroma is required.

PROPERTIES

lPossesses a highly cleaning power.

lProvides to the places where it is applied, a plea-
sant and permanent odour.

lIts hydro-alcoholic composition, provides a quick
dry.

lLow foaming composition, so that it is not neces-
sary the clarification. 

lIt can be used in marble floors and in glazed surfa-

ces.

lMeets the regulation about biodegradability.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lBig places: dilute approximately 50 cc. of product

per 5liters of water, and proceed to clean normally.

lDifficult spots: damp a clean mop with the product

in pure state, and after that, apply on the spot.

CLEANER AND AIR FRESHENERSILFO
APLICATIONS

Presentation

E1

Ref. H1054

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



New product formulated specially
for the cleaning and maintenance
of delicate floors of frequent use.

Essential in the cleaning of marble and

glass floors to keep its sheen without

using other products of difficult appli-

cation.

We recommend its use in: hotels, stora-

ges, restaurants, hospitals, schools,

cinemas, offices, etc.

PROPERTIES

lIntense cleaning power without abrasion.

lMinimum contain in foam, so that it eliminates the
rinse.

lProvides a quick dry.

lSpecial to use in marble floors and glass surfa-
ces.

lProvides a pleasant aroma in the places where it is

applied.

lEnhances the sheen in the treated surface.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Use it diluted in water. The dilution will depend on

the state of dirt of the surface to treat.

lSurfaces with little dirt: dilute 10 cc of product per

5liters of water, and proceed to clean.

lSurfaces very dirty: dilute 25-30 cc of product per

5liters and proceed to clean.

CLEANER FOR DELICATE FLOORSSUDEL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

E2

Ref. H1070

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product formulated specially for
the automatic cleaning of floors.
Its main characteristics are: high
degreasing power, near-absence

of foam and pleasant aroma.

We recommend its use to clean floors of

big surfaces, where it is recommended

to use automatic machines because of

its size, with detergent of high degrea-

sing power.

lHotels, restaurants.

lBig communities.

lBus stations or railroads, airports...etc.

lHospitals, clinics, residential.

lShopping centres, etc.

PROPERTIES

lEliminates all type of dirt, even the ones origina-

ted by mineral greases or oils.

lAs it does not produce foam, it eliminates the
rinse work, assuming a economy in time very consi-

derate.

lIdeal formulation for its application with cleaning

machines.

lIts content in surfactants is governed by the strict
regulation of biodegradability.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

The dosage to use will depend on the grade of dirt

that the surface to treat has.

lAs medium and illustrative dosage, we recom-

mend to use a 0,5% in water for the surfaces with a

normal dirt, until a 3% of the surfaces very dirty.

lTo do a dilution in the machine, follow the instruc-

tions of the manufacturer of the machine.

FLOOR-CLEANER DETERGENTDETERSUL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

E3

Ref. H1061

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Special concentrated for the
shining of floors providing a

sheen layer and intensifying its
colour.

lExcellent protector and polishing

of marble floors.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lBefore its application, a deep cleaning of the surfa-

ce to treat will be done; do not use a sparkling pro-

duct. If the surface contains rests of lime or cement,

use our lime and cement eliminator “QUISOL”.

lLeave to dry the floor completely. If there is heater

by the floor, it must be switch off at least 12 hours

before applying the product.

lDilute the product in water 1:1. Introduce the half of

a cup of diluted product in the surface to treat (4 m2

per each half cup). Do not rub or polish. To get an

optimal result, apply it using a mop, protected with a

plastic bag, covering around the damp mop which

does not leave fluff.

lAfter 30 minutes, the surface will be dried. For a

perfect shined, it is recommended to apply a second

coat perpendicular to the first one.

lDo not give any treatment to the surface until 2

days after its polished. Although, if you want, a mop

can be passed to clean the dust.

lFor a regular maintenance, use our “CLEANER-

MARBLE SHEEN (DIARY USE): ANETTO II”
lAn electric polisher of high velocity can be used, 3

days later.

PERFORMANCE
Depending on porosity, approximately will be: 60-80

per litre of product.

MARBLE SHEEN AND 

PROTECTORANETO-I
APLICATIONS

Presentation

E4

Ref. H1075

PROPERTIES

lPolish in only one application, without the neces-

sity of using a machine.

lProtects the marble and stone in general, from

spots, dirt and scratches.

lIt is resistant to the alcohol.

lPossesses excellent characteristics of hardness
and sheen, and also facilitates the elimination.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product formulated for the
maintaining of polished marble
floors and non-polished floors.

l Ideal product for maintaining the
sheen of polished floors.

l Enhances the sheen in non-polished
floors.

l If the floor has been treated before
with our manual shining “ANETO I”, the

surface will keep the sheen during

more time.

PROPERTIES

l Clean and shine in only one application.

l Using it in the water of the mop, maintains during
more time the polishing.

l Has a big performance, only is needed 20 to 25 cc of
product per bucket of water (8liters).

l Possesses a high wetting power.
l Dries quickly.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lSweeps well with brush or mop the surface to treat.

lAdd 20 to 25 cc of product to the water of the bucket
and proceed to clean, with a very wrung mop.

lIt is convenient to maintain the water of the mop always
clean, if not, we will leave the dirt on the floor.

CLEANER-MARBLE SHEEN (DIARY USE)ANETO-II
APLICATIONS

Presentation

E5

Ref. H1076

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product specially formulated for the
cleaning of floors and different

surfaces in dry, spraying directly on
the mop or duster. Especially

recommended for the conservation of
all types of glazed floors.

We recommend its use for the cleaning

and maintenance of floors in big surfa-

ces as:

l Hotels, restaurants, airports, marine
stations...etc.

l Wood floors, formica floors, metallic,
etc.

l Plastic surfaces, vinyl, etc.

PROPERTIES

lAttract the dust, removing it from the floor and avoiding
the back of it to the floor, thanks to the antistatic power

that it possesses.

lProvides to the treated surface a thin layer which pro-
tects from the dampness and aggressive agents.

lClean and sheen in only one application.

lCleaning very quickly as there is not to wait to dry.

lIt is applicable in floors and also in a wide variety of
surfaces.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lSpray the mop or duster with our shining with a distance
of 20 cm approximately.

lLeave a few seconds and make it to slide in the surface
to clean and sheen.

In only one step an excellent and long-lasting sheen is got.

FLOOR SHEEN, FOR MOPS AND

DUSTERSREBRILL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

E6

Ref. H1063

l 1 Kg. in box of 12 uds.

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.

l 10 Kg. in box of 2 uds.



Concentrated emulsion of
selected waxes, additives with
polymer of polyethylene and

moisturizing agents which give as
result a product of high durability

which provides to the treated
floors a big resistance to the

wearing away and a great sheen.

We recommend its use in all types of

tiles roadways, terrazzo, etc of: hospitals,

schools, banks, official organisms, con-

gress palaces, restaurants, hotels,

supermarkets, etc.

PROPERTIES

lProduct especially elaborated for the conservation and
the maintenance in perfect state of all types of floors with
frequent use.

lWhen it is applied in the roadway, it leaves a hard layer,
very sheen and it is not sliding, which protects to the floor
from scratches and the wearing away due to its use.

lWith the use of this product the polished of the floor 
and the scratches are eliminated as a restorative of the
sheen.

lIt has a quick dry, it does not get it dark with the passing
of the time, and it does not affect to the natural colour of the
roadway.

lAvoids the incrustation of the dust, maintaining and
enhancing the beauty of the roadway.

lThe effects of its constant use are cumulative, in a way
that the sheen improves with each new operation.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lBefore its application, it is convenient to do a deep clea-
ning of the surface to treat, eliminating rests of dirt.

lOnce the surface is clean and completely dry, apply the
wax directly as it is in its container, using for that, a clean

and dry mop, spreading the product out in a thin layer.

lIn surfaces which have not been treated before, it is con-
venient to do three consecutive applications of the pro-

duct, leaving between each application half an hour appro-

ximately.

lOnce the last application is done, leave to pass five
hours approximately, and you will get a perfect finish.

lAs maintenance apply 20-40 ml of product per bucket of
water with mop weekly.

FLOOR WAXSTARK
APLICATIONS

Presentation

E7

Ref. H1004 WHITE

Ref. H1005 RED

COLORS TO CHOOSE

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product made by a mixture of
non-ionic surfactants, degreasing

and cleaners, with a pleasant
odour to fresh flowers.

It is used in the cleaning of all types of

facilities of catering: cafeterias, restau-

rants, hotels, industrial kitchens, bathro-

oms, etc.

Very useful in cleaning companies,

maintenance companies, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Contains a mixture of surfactants which eliminate the
most embedded grease and dirt.

l Contains sequestrants agents which allow the elimina-
tion of sieges in floors, terrazzo, etc.

l Contains cleaning agents which eliminate quickly the
embedded dirt in floors.

l Provides floors with a big cleaning and pleasant and
fresh odour to clean.

l Contains bioalcohol, which facilitates the dry, provi-
ding an unbeatable hygiene, without necessity of rinse.

l Contains a high quantity of perfum, with intense
olour, especially indicated for the cleaning of all types of

floors, tiles, etc.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It is used diluted in the water of the mopped, in a propor-

tion between 20-40 ml of product per bucket of 10liters of

water.

It is applied with a mop, extending the product in all the

surface to clan and after that leave to dry.

STRONGLY PERFUMED FLOOR CLEANERINTENSO
APLICATIONS

Presentation

E8

Ref. H10105

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Textile liquid
detergent,
prepared

specially for the
washing of
clothes in
automatic
machines.

Complex and
balanced mixture

of anionic
surfactants,
enzymes,

sequestrants and
antireplacement.

Product with a high performance for

both uses, industrial or domestic use:

schools, hotels, laundries, restaurants,

etc.

PROPERTIES

lActs in a powerful and quickly way, in all types of spots
in clothes, such as grease as with protein origin, including

in temperate or cold water.

lIts detergent power is comparable with solid detergent,
presenting some ADVANTAGES on it: 

1. Decreases the wearing out of the clothes. 
2. Extends the life of the washing machine, as it avoids
the incrustations. 

3. It is dissolved quickly in the water of the wash, so

that, presents a big infiltration in the clothes.

4. It is easy to dose and economic in its use.

5. It is applicable to any type of fiber, without producing

problems for excess of foam.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It is recommended to add to the washing water, following

the instructions of the manufactured of the machine.

As a guide mode, we can recommend:

Prewash: 125-150 cc. of detergent for each 25 liters of

water.

Wash with prewash: 250-300 cc. of detergent for each 25

liters of water.

Wash without prewash: 150-250  cc. of detergent for each

25 liters of water.

To get the highest effectiveness in the treatment of diffi-

cult spots, is recommendable to impregnate the spots with

the detergent before to introduce the cloth in the washing

machine

The recommended temperatures for washing are:

30º-40º for synthetic or color clothes

40º-60º for white cotton no very dirty and dark colors.

60º-80º for very dirty white cotton 

TEXTILE LIQUIQ DETERGENTMEIBEL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

F1

Ref. H1047

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Ideal textile fabric softener for all
types of clothes including

delicates clothes, by hand or by
machine, providing soft antistatic

properties.

Its use is recommended in: Hotels,

Restaurants, Residences, School,

Laundries, Hospitals, etc.

It does not contain aggressive agents in

his formulation, so that it is guaranteed

the softness of the washed clothes,

maintaining an optimal performance.

PROPERTIES 

lProtects the clothes from the action of the aggressive
detergents, avoiding the soon deterioration of the fibers,

considering that it does not destroy the natural compo-

nents of the wool, silk and textile mixtures. 

lProvides to the washed clothes a soft and springy touch,
contributing to intensify the colors.

lIts continuous use, avoid the Static electricity in the clot-
hes that produces the tangled fibers so that,  uncomforta-

ble balls appear in the clothes.

lPossesses an important anti-scaling and scale-remover,
haven´t being affected by the hardness of water, contribu-

ting to the maintenance of the machines and providing a

pleasant smell to the clothes.

lIts dosages in water ate completely stable to any propor-
tion.

lPossesses a very good infiltration in the clothes, acting
in the same way in all the clothes.

lIts properties continue for a long period.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lIt is used adding it to the water of the last rinse and
always before of the last spin.

The doses to use is between 10 and 25 cc. of product for

each Kg. of clothe, or what is the same, for each 5 liters of

water.

A superior dosage to the recommended is not harmful, but
it does not contribute too to an increase of its effects.

TEXTILE FABRIC SOFTENERSUATEX
APLICATIONS

Presentation

F2

Ref. H1030

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Ideal product for creating a very
pleasant odor in all those close
places exposed constantly to

odors and foul airs, as it practices
a permanent action.

lDomestic bathrooms, industrial
public toilets, public institutional servi-

ces.

lPlaces where the air is foul frequently
by the influence of people as in: scho-

ols, factories, hotels, restaurants, offi-

ces, etc.

PROPERTIES

lProvides a fresh and pleasant odor which eliminates the
bad odors and the sensation of foul air.

lThe permanent fragrance without necessity of renovation
during a long time, depending this, of factors as: tempera-

tures of the same, renovation of air, etc.

lIts high concentration in active material, converts it in a
profitable product, practical and economic.

lIt can be breathed by people and domestic animals.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It can be used in four different ways:

1.By spray, as a traditional purifying-air freshener.

2.Applying directly on the floor or substratum, focus of

bad odors, which we want to make disappear.

3.Directly on the sanitarium, or behind the toilet, add 

a few drops or directly in the water of the mopped, making

the most of this in its detergent power.

4.Impregnating it in a sponge or putting it in an open reci-

pient which allows its evaporation.

LASTING-SCENT 

AIR-FRESHENERAM-PER
APLICATIONS

Presentation

G1

Ref. H1042 

Ref. H1043 

l 1L in box of 20 uds.

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.

l Aerosol 400 cc in box of 12 uds.



Air-freshener specific for the
elimination of bad odors in public
places or places very frequented.
With its diary use, it can be got a

free air of bad odors.

It is recommended the use of our air-

freshener in: gyms, saunas, locker

rooms, corridors and waiting-rooms in

hospitals, bathrooms, public services,

etc.

In general, in places where the air results

foul and with risks of contamination by

the influx of public in: schools, hotels,

factories, restaurants, etc.

PROPERTIES

lThe studies done in our laboratories have shown that
0,3gr of product is enough for maintaining in pure, without

bad odors, a place of 50 m3 of capacity. So, approximately

20 m2 of surface.

lIt can be applied with the presence of people and domes-
tic animals, without damaging them, or annoying them.

lThe number of times to pray the place which we want to
maintain in pure state will depend of factors as: quantity of

people that enter and leave the place, doors or windows

opened, and, in general, the air renovation.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lSpray from the center of the place, upwards and in all
directions, taking into account that for maintaining the

atmosphere free of bad odors, it is necessary to spray

approximately 0,3 g. of product per 50 m3 of capacity of

the place. So, approximately, per 20 m2 of surface.

lIt does not matter if there are people or domestic animals
when the product is being used.

ANTI-BACTERIAL 

AIR-FRESHENERAMBIBAC
APLICATIONS

Presentation

G2

Ref. H1066

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Eliminates the focus causatives of bad

odors in rooms, meeting rooms, public

places, airports, hospitals, hotels, etc.

lClinics and hospitals.

lCafeterias, restaurants, party rooms.

lSchools, offices, libraries, etc.

lIn general, in all close places where
there is constant movement of people.

PROPERTIES

lFlavored dissolution hydro-glyco-alcoholic perfectly
equilibrated.

lPurifies the atmosphere eliminating germs.

lIt does not irritate eyes or respiratory tract, for this, it can
be applied in presence of people and domestic animals.

lPenetrates easily in places of difficult access as: cracks
in walls, door´s apertures, etc, getting to the focus of bad

odor, stopping the processes of putrefaction.

lPerfumes pleasantly the place where it is applied.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lIt is applied by spray upwards and in all directions. It is
also applied spraying directly on the focus of bad odors.

For the following applications, the conditions of the place

as: ventilation, number of people in the place, etc will be

taken into account, replenishing the application all the

times as necessary.

PURIFYING 

AIR-FRESHENERAROMATIC
APLICATIONS

Presentation

G3

Ref. H1020 - Arianne

Ref. H1023 - Lavanda

Ref. H1024 - Lemon

Ref. H1026 - Pine

Ref. H1027 - Rabanne

Ref. H1028 - Sport

Ref. H1059 - Antitobbacco

Air-freshener with
deodorant properties.
Very efficiency in the

elimination of bad
odors in close and
frequented places.

7 fragances to choose: ARIANNE - LAVANDA - PINE - RABANNE - SPORT - LEMON - ANTI-TOBBACCO

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.

l Aerosol 400 cc in box of 12 uds.



lBathrooms, industrial services, public
toilets, etc.

lPlaces where the air is foul because
of the existence of a lot of people there

as in: schools, restaurants, hotels, offi-

ces, etc.

PROPERTIES

l Provides a fresh and pleasant odor which eliminates
the bad odors and the sensation of foul air.

l The fragrance stays without necessity of renovation
during a long period, depending this on factors as the

influx of people in the place, temperatures of the same,

and renovation of air, etc.

l Its high concentration in active material, converts it in a
rentable, practical and economic product.

l It can be breathed by people and domestic animals.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

It can be used in four different ways:

lBy spray, as a traditional purifying-air freshener.

lApplying directly on the floor or substratum, focus of bad
odors, which we want to make disappear.

lDirectly on the sanitarium, or behind the toilet, add a few
drops or directly in the water of the mopped, making the

most of this in its detergent power.

lImpregnating it in a sponge or putting it in an open reci-

pient which allows its evaporation.

TRANSPARENT PERMANET

AIR-FRESHENERVERA
APLICATIONS

Presentation

G4

Ref. H10106

Ideal product for creating a very pleasant
atmosphere in those close places exposed to
constant odors and foul air as it provides a

permanent action..

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Insecticide for the control
of crawling insects, of
use in food Industry
exclusively used by

personnel specialized.

Specially is indicated for the elimination

of mites, arthropods, crawling insects,

etc for all types of facilities related to

the food industry, stores, cold meat fac-

tories, ham driers, cold stores, quarte-

ring rooms, industrial slaughterhouses,

cheese factories, fish driers, salting

rooms, smoked, farms, etc.

Very useful in industrial kitchens, hotel

industry, big places, etc

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

The pure product is spraying in plinths and floors. It could not

be applied in an aerial way or in any manipulated surface, pre-

pare, or where food is going to be served or consumed. It

could not be applied by thermo-nebulization equipment. Avoid

the contact with the treated zones before. 

The application of the product POTENTOR-ACARO in the food

industry will be carried out with the absence of food and will

be respected the minimum security period of 12 hours before

using the treated places. 

All the necessary and appropriate measures will be taken in

order to the food, machinery or other tools which are manipu-

lated in the places or facilities previously treated with the pro

duct, do not contain any remains from its active ingredients. 

Dosage: 3-5 ml/m2 (8-10ml/m3) the product is used as it is in

its canning, without a previous solution. Before starting the

treatment, it is recommended to take the cleaning, disinfec-

tion and the hygienic of the place where it is going to be

applied to the extreme, for this, BACTERI-FUN will be used.

At the beginning of the treatment, the applications will take

place during the weekend, while the place is closed and avoi-

ding streams of air. One or two spraying will be done each

week during the first month. As maintenance, one application

each 15-30 days, are enough. Once the treatment is complete,

ventilate the place before entering in it.

INSECTICIDE FOR CRAWLING

INSECTS

POTENTOR-ACARO

APLICATIONS

Presentation

H1

Ref. H10112

PROPERTIES

lProduct based in a mixture of synthetic pyrethroids
especially indicated for the control of crawling insects.

lActs paralyzing the central nervous system of the insect,
producing to it a collapse and a later death.

lIt is disseminated quickly in the environment, reaching
the most hidden places.

•Allows the control of the insects, breaking the adult-larva

cycle, avoiding its own proliferation and development.

lAllows the elimination of contaminations and plagues in
the food industry, controlling the quantity of insects that

produce important decreases in the food productions.

lEfficient with a big variety of arthropods and mites belon-
ging to the Order Astigmata (T.Putrescentiae, T. Longior y

Tyrolichus casei) and to the Order Mesostigmata

(Blattisocius dentriticus). All these types of mites are the

most common because of their abundant and geographic

distribution, in the ham, as much in Iberian ham as mature

ham.

MODE OF USE, INCLUDYING SECURITY PERIODS AND

PRECISES INSTRUCTIONS FOR A CORRECT USE AND

LABELLED: “To avoid risks for people and the environment

follows the instructions of use”. Before using the product

must be read carefully the labeled. 

Ventilate correctly the place before entering.  Do not mix it

with other chemical products. Do not use it with people

around the place.

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.

l 10 L. in box of 2 uds.



Miscible insecticide for flying and
crawling insects, in environmental
use. Exclusively used

by personnel
specialized.

Specially is indicated for the elimina-

tion of all types of flying and crawling

insects in stores, industrial facilities,

garages, etc.

With a big efficacy controlling plagues

in residential areas, sport centers,

hotels, etc.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE
Spray the diluted product in water. Avoid the contact with

the treated areas. The recommended security period is

24hours.  

Dosage: the first time, use: 9L product/100 L water.

Maintenance doses: 3L product/100 L water.

The product is applied diluting the product in water, in a

mixable way.

At the beginning of the treatment, the applications will

take place during the weekend, while the place is closed

and avoiding streams of air. One or two spraying will be

done each week during the first month. As maintenance, 

one application each 15-30 days, are enough. Once the tre-

atment is complete, ventilate the place before entering in

it.

The first time will be applied when the proliferation of pla-

gues will be detected: flying or scrawling insects. The main-

tenance treatment will be applied after the product has

been applied for the first time, regularly once or twice a

week, taking into account the number of insects found

and the process will be repeated as many times as neces-

sary.

POTENTOR-EMULSIONABLE

APLICATIONS

Presentation

H2

Ref. H10113

PROPERTIES
lProduct based in a mixture of synthetic pyrethroids and
non ionic mixable surfactants and appropriate solvents,

specially indicates for the control of flying and crawling

insects.

lActs by contact, dissolving the hydrophobic cuticle of the
insect, paralyzing the nervous system of the insect, produ-

cing to it a collapse (the effect called Knock-down) and a

later death.

lIn its composition, contains non-ionic surfactants which
allow the use of the product in a mixable way in water,

making easier its manipulation. 

lEfficient with flying insects (flies, mosquitos, wasps, etc)
and crawling insects as cockroaches, caterpillars, ants,

cochineals, silverfishes, spiders, etc.

lAllows the control of the insects, breaking the
adult-larva cycle, avoiding its own proliferation an

development.

l Keeps the treated facilities free of insects.

MODE OF USE, INCLUDYING SECURITY PERIODS AND

PRECISES INSTRUCTIONS FOR A CORRECT USE AND

LABELLED: “To avoid risks for people and the environment

follows the instructions of use”. Before using the product

must be read carefully the labeled. 

Do not use it in any kind of food or kitchen’s tools. It could

not be applied in surfaces, areas, or any place where food

would be prepared or served.

Do not apply it in playing children areas, nursery schools or

schools.

Do not use it with people or pets around the place.

Ventilate correctly the place before entering.  Do not mix it

with other chemical products. 

MISCIBLE INSECTICIDE FOR FLYING AND CRAWLING INSECTS

l 1 L. in box of 12uds.

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.

l 10 L. in box of 2 uds.



Insecticide for crawling insects, of
use in food Industry exclusively
used by personnel specialized.

Specially is indicated for the control of

crawling insects (cockroaches, ants, sil-

verfishes, spiders, arthropods, etc) rela-

ted to the food industry, stores, food

driers, smocked stores, cold store, cold

meat store, etc.

Very useful in all types of companies

which apply insecticides and control the

plagues (company DDD= disinfectant,

disinsectisation and rat extermination)

and where an appropriate insecticide is

required for its use in the food industry,

coffee stores, restaurants, hotels, indus-

trial kitchens, etc.

INSECTICIDE FOR CRAWLING

INSECTSPOTENTOR-FORTE

APLICATIONS

Presentation

H3

Ref. H10114

PROPERTIES
lProduct based in a mixture of synthetic pyrethroids and
appropriate solvents, especially indicated for the control of

crawling insects.

lActs by contact, dissolving the hydrophobic cuticle of the
insect, paralyzing the nervous system of the insect, produ-

cing to it a collapse (the effect called Knock-down) and a

later death.

lIt is spread quickly getting to the most hidden places.

lEfficient with cockroaches, caterpillars, silverfishes, spi-
ders, etc, allowing the control of big quantities.

lAllows the control of the insects, breaking the adult-larva
cycle, avoiding its own proliferation and development.

lKeeps the treated facilities free of insects.

MODE OF USE, INCLUDYING SECURITY PERIODS AND

PRECISES INSTRUCTIONS FOR A CORRECT USE AND

LABELLED: “To avoid risks for people and the environment

follows the instructions of use”. Before using the product

must be read carefully the labeled. 

Do not use it in any kind of food or kitchen’s tools. It could

not be applied in surfaces, areas, or any place where food

would be prepared or served.

Do not apply it in playing children areas, nursery schools or

schools.Do not use it with people or pets around the place.

Ventilate correctly the place before entering.  Do not mix it

with other chemical products. 

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

The pure product is spraying in plinths and floors. It could not

be applied in an aerial way or in any manipulated surface, pre-

pare, or where food is going to be served or consumed. It

could not be applied by thermo-nebulization equipment. Avoid

the contact with the treated zones before. 

The application of the product POTENTOR-FORTE in the food

industry will be carried out with the absence of food and will

be respected the minimum security period of 12 hours before

using the treated places. 

All the necessary and appropriate measures will be taken in

order to the food, machinery or other tools which are manipu-

lated in the places or facilities previously treated with the pro-

duct, do not contain any remains from its active ingredients. 

Dosage: 5-10 ml product/m2.

The product will be applied as it is in its can, without a pre-

vious solution, spraying directly to the insects, cracks, nests,

etc.

At the beginning of the treatment, the applications will take

place during the weekend, while the place is closed and avoi-

ding streams of air. One or two spraying will be done each

week during the first month. As maintenance, one application

each 15-30 days, are enough. Once the treatment is complete,

ventilate the place before entering in it.

l 1 L. in box of 12uds.

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.

l 10 L. in box of 2 uds.



Insecticide lacquer for crawling
insects, of use in food Industry
exclusively used by personnel

specialized.

Specially is indicated for the control of

crawling insects (cockroaches, ants, sil-

verfishes, spiders, arthropods, etc) rela-

ted to the food industry, stores, food

driers, smocked stores, cold store, cold

meat store, etc.

Very useful in all types of companies

which apply insecticides and control the

plagues (company DDD= disinfectant,

disinsectisation and rat extermination)

and where an appropriate insecticide is

required for its use in the food industry,

coffee stores, restaurants, hotels, indus-

trial kitchens, etc.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE
The pure product is spraying in plinths and floors. It could

not be applied in an aerial way or in any manipulated surfa-

ce, prepare, or where food is going to be served or consu-

med. It could not be applied by thermo-nebulization equip-

ment. Avoid the contact with the treated zones before. 

The application of the product POTENTOR-LACA in the food

industry will be carried out with the absence of food and will

be respected the minimum security period of 12 hours befo-

re using the treated places. 

All the necessary and appropriate measures will be taken in

order to the food, machinery or other tools which are mani-

pulated in the places or facilities previously treated with the

product, do not contain any remains from its active ingre-

dients. 

Dosage: 5-10 ml product/m2.

The product will be applied as it is in its can, without a pre-

vious solution, spraying directly to the insects, cracks,

nests, etc.

At the beginning of the treatment, the applications will take

place during the weekend, while the place is closed and

avoiding streams of air. One or two spraying will be done

each week during the first month. As maintenance, one

application each 15-30 days, are enough. Once the treat-

ment is complete, ventilate the place before entering in it.

INSECTICIDE LACQUER FOR

CRAWLING INSECTSPOTENTOR-LACA

APLICATIONS

Presentation

H4

Ref. H10115

PROPERTIES
lMade by a mixture of synthetic pyrethroids and synthetic
polymers and appropriate solvents, especially indicated

for the control of crawling insects.

lActs by contact, dissolving the hydrophobic cuticle of the
insect, paralyzing the nervous system of the insect, produ-

cing to it a collapse (the effect called Knock-down) and a

later death.

lLeaves a flexible and light layer that frees slowly the acti-
ve ingredients of the product.

lIt is spread quickly getting to the most hidden places.

lEfficient with cockroaches, caterpillars, silverfishes, spi-
ders, etc, allowing the control of big quantities.

lAllows the control of the insects, breaking the adult-larva
cycle, avoiding its own proliferation and development.

lKeeps the treated facilities free of insects.

MODE OF USE, INCLUDYING SECURITY PERIODS AND

PRECISES INSTRUCTIONS FOR A CORRECT USE AND

LABELLED: “To avoid risks for people and the environment

follows the instructions of use”. Before using the product

must be read carefully the labeled. 

Do not use it in any kind of food or kitchen’s tools. It could

not be applied in surfaces, areas, or any place where food

would be prepared or served.

Do not apply it in playing children areas, nursery schools

or schools.

Do not use it with people or pets around the place.

Ventilate correctly the place before entering.  Do not mix it

with other chemical products. 

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.

l 10 L. in box of 2 uds.



Insecticide for the control of flying
insects, for environment use.

Exclusively used by personnel
specialized.

lSpecially is indicated for the elimina-
tion of plagues and big amount of

flying insects in all types of industrial

facilities, cleaning companies, mainte-

nance of buildings, public organiza-

tions, etc.

lVery useful in companies of DDD
(disinfectant, disinsectisation and rat

extermination), main of transports,

sport centers, etc.

.

PROPERTIES

lProduct based in synthetic pyrethroids especially indica-
ted for the control of flying insects (flies, mosquitos,

wasps, moths, etc.

lActs paralyzing the central nervous system of the insect,
penetrating across the cuticle producing to it a collapse

and a later death.

lIt is spread quickly getting to the most hidden   
places.

lAllows the control of flying insects avoiding its prolifera-
tion and development.

MODE OF USE, INCLUDYING SECURITY PERIODS AND

PRECISES INSTRUCTIONS FOR A CORRECT USE AND

LABELLED: “To avoid risks for people and the environment

follows the instructions of use”. Before using the product

must be read carefully the labeled. 

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lSpraying of the pure product. Security period recommen-
ded: 12 hours. Ventilate the place correctly before entering.

lDo not use it in any kind of food or kitchen’s tools. It
could not be applied in surfaces, areas, or any place where

food would be prepared or served.

lDo not mix with other chemical products.

lDo not use it with the presence of people or pets. 

Do not apply it in playing children areas, nursery schools 

or schools.

Dosage: 5-10 ml product/m2. The product will be applied

as it is in its can, without a previous solution, spraying

directly to the insects. Repeat the action as many times as

necessary.

At the beginning of the treatment, the applications will

take place during the weekend, while the place is closed

and avoiding streams of air. One or two spraying will be

done each week during the first month. As maintenance,

one application each 15-30 days, are enough.

INSECTICIDE FOR FLYING INSECTSPOTENTOR-FLIT

APLICATIONS

Presentation

H5

Ref. H10116

l 1 L. in box of 12uds.

l 5 L. in box of 4 uds.

l 10 L. in box of 2 uds.



Algicide-germicidal, especially
created for the treatment of pool´s

waters, getting a clear and
crystalline aspect.

We recommend its use for the treatment

of the public and privates pool´s waters,

aquatic parks, and also tanks, etc.

PROPERTIES

lEliminates the turbidity of the water and bad odors due
to the algae and other microorganisms.

lMaintain in good conditions bombs, pipes and the filters
of the pools.

lThe algicide power of this product is determined qualita-
tively by the “Use Dilution Test” , and quantitatively by the

detachment of oxygen, getting the following results:

lActs as algicide with concentrations of 35 p.p.m (parts
per million).

lActs as algiestatic with concentrations of 10-15 p.p.m

lCompatible with water of any hardness.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

The dosage to use will depend on the state of the pool. In

general, we can recommend:

FIRST DOSAGE:

Add 0,1-0,15 Lt of product per m3 of water of the pool.

The first dosage will be done when the pool is filled the

first time and after storms and heavy winds which can

bring spores and seaweeds from outside in big quantities.

MAINTENANCE DOSAGE: 

Add 50 ml of product per m3 of water each 20-25 days to

maintain the water of the pools without seaweeds.

The maintenance dosage will be done in the afternoon,

without sun.

ANTI-ALGAE TREATMENTHIDROPOOL
APLICATIONS

Presentation

I1

Ref. H1002

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Algicide-germicidal, especially
created for the treatment of pool´s

waters, getting a clear and
crystalline aspect.

A longer effect and a total fault of
foam formation contribute as main

characteristics.

We recommend its use in the treatment

of the private and public pool´s waters,

and also in tanks…etc.

lVery effective in: refrigeration towers,
hot exchanger, etc.

PROPERTIES

lIt is based in a watery dilution of a cationic polymer, of
algicide activity very elevated.

lIt does not produce foam, or unpleasant odors.

lVery stable in a wide range of pH.

lIt does not produce irritations of any type.

lPerfectly stable in high concentrations of chlorine.

lIts effect is more durable than traditional algicides, and it
can be dosed in a small concentration.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

The dosage to use will depend on the state of the pool, in

general, we can recommend:

FIRST DOSAGE:

Add 0,1-0,15 Lt of product per m3 of water of the pool.

The first dosage will be done when the pool is filled the

first time and after storms and heavy winds which can

bring spores and seaweeds from outside

in big quantities.

MAINTENANCE DOSAGE:

Add 30-35 ml of product per m3 of water per 20-25 days

to maintain the water of the pool without algae.

The dosage of maintenance will be done in the afternoon,

without sun.

FOAM-FREE ANTI-ALGAE 

TREATMENTALGISUN
APLICATIONS

Presentation

I2

Ref. H1057

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Special product for maintaining
the pH of the pool´s water in

optimal levels for the human body
and to ensure the good

functioning of the rest of the
products of pool´s treatment.

lPublic and privates pools.

lAquatic pools.

lTanks, no-drinking water deposits,

etc.

PROPERTIES

lIncreases the pH of the water of the pool until levels of
7,2-7,6 u.p.H

lAvoids problems that an inappropriate pH can provoke
in the water as: change of color in the water, solid deposits

in the bottom of the pool, bad odors, etc.

lEnsures the good functioning of the chloride, flocculant,
algicides, etc.

lPossesses quick dissolution and big concentration.

lIt is an easy product to apply.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

1. Determines the pH of the water by a TEST-KITT, for

this, it will be taken a sample of same liters of water with a

deep of 0,5 m, to represent the total.

2. Once we know the pH, add our leveler of Ph+

1gr/m3 and tenth of pH, always that the pH is inferior 

to 7,2, for this, dilute the quantity of product necessary in a

bucket with water from the pool and put it in a central

place to get a good homogenization.

3. Check that the pH is between 7,2 and 7,6.

PH+ REGULATORRECUAX pH+
APLICATIONS

Presentation

I3

Ref. H1045

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.



Special product for maintaining
the pH of the pool´s water in

optimal levels for the human body
and to ensure the good

functioning of the rest of the
products of pool´s treatment.

lPublic and privates pools.

lAquatic pools.

lTanks, no-drinking water deposits,
etc.

PROPERTIES

lIncreases the pH of the water of the pool until levels of
7,2-7,6 u.p.H

lAvoids problems that an inappropriate pH can provoke
in the water as: change of color in the water, solid deposits
in the bottom of the pool, bad odors, etc.

lEnsures the good functioning of the chloride, flocculant,
algicides, etc.

lPossesses quick dissolution and big concentration.

lIt is an easy product to apply.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

1. Determines the pH of the water by a TEST-KITT, for this,

it will be taken a sample of same liters of water with a deep

of 0,5 m, to represent the total.

2. Once we know the pH, add our leveler of Ph+ 1gr/m3

and tenth of pH, always that the pH is inferior to 7,2, for

this, dilute the quantity of product necessary in a bucket

with water from the pool and put it in a central place to get 

a good homogenization.

3. Check that the pH is between 7,2 and 7,6.

PH- REGULATORRECUAX pH-
APLICATIONS

Presentation

I4

Ref. H1046

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.



Our flocculant agent consisted in
an aqueous dissolution of

aluminum salts with a
moisturizing of high quality due to

its low content in iron.

lPublic or private pools.

lAquatic parks.

lTanks, etc.

PROPERTIES

lForms small balls with the contact of the water, keeping
the non-solid micro-particles which exist in the water.

lIt is a product completely stable in contact with the air.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lDOSAGE:
The dosage is between 20 and 50gr of product per each

m3 of water to treat.

lDistributes the product around the pool with the filter
system stopped and leave to flocculate during 2 hours.

After that, switch the filter system on and do a sweeping 

of the deep parts.

lThis operation is convenient to do it periodically each
week, and even more frequently if the number of people

who use it is big. In any case, it is recommended to repeat

it always that the water is turbid.

FLOCCULANT AGENTBROCHE FLOC
APLICATIONS

Presentation

I5

Ref. H1048

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Plastic paint specially designed to
protect and decorate the interior

of concrete and cement swimming
pools, simultaneously providing

waterproofing and an
aesthetically perfect finish.

Recommended for covering, treating

and decorating:

lPublic and private swimming pools.

lWater parks.

lPools, ponds.

lPublic and private fountains, etc.

PROPERTIES

lVery resistant to sun tan oils.

lPerfectly resists the attack of chemical products used to
clean swimming pools.

lPaint based on modified acrylic co-polymers in a water
solution.

lDoes not contain solvents that are environmentally 
harmful, irritating, or that cause inflammation.

lPlugs the pores in the concrete and resists the action of
fresh and salt water.

lHas very good resistance to ultraviolet radiation and to
heat.

lIs easily re-painted.

lHas an optimal balance between flexibility and durability.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

For an optimal result, follow these steps:

1. The surface must be clean and dry. Remove remains

of paint, lime scale, etc, with our DESCAL scale remo-

ver.

2. If the surface is of new concrete, apply a first coat

of paint diluted in water in the proportion 1:1.

3. When the first coat is dry, apply a second coat of

undiluted paint. If re-painting, a single, undiluted coat

is sufficient.

4. Do not fill the pool for 2 or 3 days after treatment.

COVERAGE

The coverage will depend on the state of the surface;

on average estimated as about 600 -700 g per m2 in

two coats.

PLASTIC PAINT FOR SWIMMING POOLSHIDROPEN
APLICATIONS

Presentation

I6

Ref. C1035

Colors 
Ref. C1035- BLUE

Ref. C1075- WHITE
l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.



Thermoplastic acrylic paint with
levelling and rheological

additives, suitable pigments and
solvents for fast curing.

Used for pool-wall treatment in private

and public swimming pools, water

parks, special pools, etc.

l Easy-to- apply, high-performance
product.

l It is very useful for treatment and
repair of new or old swimming pools

so it is suitable for construction com-

panies, water park operators, city halls,

large communities, sports facilities,

etc.

PROPERTIES

lProvides flexible, hard surfaces able to resist contraction
and dilation from changes in ambient
temperature.

lIts composition waterproofs the swimming pool walls
preventing leaks and water loss.

lQuickly adheres to any type of porous surface.

lIs compatible with acrylic paints, water and solvents.

lAllows facilities to be put into operation in a very short
time.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

Before applying product, clean the surface well to remove

grease and dirt.

Repair the surface, remove imperfections and chips.

Apply with a roller or brush, spreading several coats.

Yield is 4 to 6 m2/Kg depending on the surface condition.

Curing time varies around 15 minutes.

Repainting: 1 hour.

Clean tools with our special solvent.

SOLVENT-BASED SWIMMING POOL PAINTREVIPEN
APLICATIONS

Presentation

I7

Ref. C1090

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.

Colors:

Ref. C1090 - BLUE

Ref. C00124 - WHITE



Special product for the chlorine of
swimming pools. Its formula is

based on the trichloroisocyanuric
acid, with content in active

chlorine of the 90%.

lPublic and private swimming pools,
aquatic parks.

lTanks, non-drinking water depo-
sits, etc.

lPublic or privates fountains without

fishes.

PROPERTIES

lPossesses a high stability against the action of the ultra-
violet rays which degrades and inactivates other types of

chloride products for pools with less content in free chlori-

ne.

lIt easy to use, it does not leave impure residues.
lPossesses a high performance.
lUsing the recommended dosage, it does not produce
unpleasant odors.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

FIRST CHLORINATION:

lFill the pool and check that the pH of the water is betwe-
en 7,2 and 7,6, in case it is not, add our leveler of pH

RECUAX.

After that and maintaining the bomb on, add directly in the

skimmers, 5gr of product per m3 of water.

After a  first chlorination, it is necessary to wait a security

time of 48 hours before using the pool, until the concen-

tration in active chlorine is inferior to 3 p.p.m. (parts per

million).

MAINTENANCE CHLORINATION:

lAdd directly to the skimmers 1-1,5gr of product per m3 of
water diary.

This dosage must keep a level of active chlorine in the

water of 0,6 p.p.m.

lIt is convenient to do a diary control of the free chlorine,
above all if there has existed anomalies as: high number of

people in the pool, a very hot day, dust movements, pollen 

or spores caused by the wind, etc.

lThe chlorination treatments must be done in the afterno-
on, without sun, doing the measuring one hour later.

RULES FOR THE WINTER:

lEmpty the surplus water until leaving an approximate
level of 10 cm under the skimmers.

lClean and empty circuits, bombs, pipes, filters, etc.

lPut the chlorine tablets in a floating dispenser inside the
skimmer of the pool. Recommended dosage: 20-30

tablets each 3 months for 100 m3 pools.

lCheck weekly that the tablets are not completely dissol-
ved, if it is not, renew them. 

lIf it is possible, as norm of precaution, maintain the pool
cover with canvas or flouting objects.

CHLORINE FOR TREATMENT

OF SWIMMING POOLSBROCHE PISCICLOR

APLICATIONS

Presentation
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Ref. H1038

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds. Ref. H1038 (Tabletes)

Ref. H1073 (Granulated)



Fast-Acting flocculant for the
treatment of the water of pools
which allows the put in service

with less time of operation in the
maintenance work. Facilitates the
filtration and clarification of the

water en less time that the
conventional flocculants..

Appropriate for the maintenance in opti-

mal conditions of the water in public and

private pools.

lFacilitates the filtration and clarifica-
tion allowing an appropriate mainte-

nance of the water of the pool.

lVery useful in catering, summer resi-
dences, sport facilities, marine clubs,

indoor swimming-pools, aquatic parks,

etc.

PROPERTIES

lMade in base to aluminum polymers with high molecu-
lar weight, provide dense which catches calcium, magne-

sium, iron, organic…etc salts, facilitating its coagulation in

the water, giving precipitates of high weight easy to filter.

lActs grouping thin and small layers which muddies the
water, providing dense and compacts flocculus which

decant quickly in the bottom of the pool.

lAllows the clarification of the water of the pools when it 
is turbid, in less time than other conventional flocculants,

shorting the times of maintenance and fine turning of the

pool.

lActs in a wide interval of pH, between 6 and 9 without
necessity of doing later adjustments of pH.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

In order to avoid risk for the people and environment,

follow the following instructions of use.

It is used diluting the product in water and will dose only

with the system of impulsion of the pool.

DOSAGE: 5-20 ml of product/m3 of water to treat.

Maintain the water in rest during 1-2 hours.

After that, do a sweeping of the bottom of the pool. The

extracted water with the sweeps bottoms will be directly to

the drainage without passing by the purifying plant. Once

the sweeps bottoms is passed, switch the purifying on.

This operation is convenient to do it periodically each

week, and even more frequently if the number of bathers

is big. In any case it is recommended to repeat it always

than the water is turbid.

FAST-ACTING

FLOCCULANTBROCHE RAPID-FLOC

APLICATIONS

Presentation
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Ref. H10102

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Product for the treatment of the
pool´s water which combines the

flocculant action with the
algaecide, without producing

foam. Allows to maintain the pool
clean and transparent without

risks or proliferation of algae and
microorganisms.

Appropriate for the maintenance in opti-

mal conditions of the water in public and

private pools.

lFacilitates the filtration and clarifica-
tion allowing an appropriate mainte-

nance of the water of the pool.

lVery useful in catering, summer resi-
dences, sport facilities, marine clubs,

indoor swimming-pools, aquatic parks,

etc.

PROPERTIES

lContains in its composition polymer derivates of quater-
nary ammonium with quick flocculants of new generation.

lClarify the water of the pool, eliminating the dirt which is
in suspension and which muddies the water.

lAvoids the proliferation of algae and microorganisms
without foam.

lActs grouping thin and small layers which muddies the
water, providing dense and compacts floc

culus which decant quickly in the bottom of the pool.

lEliminates the turbidity due to the hardness of the
water, presence of heavy metals, organic material,

microscopic algae, etc.

lForms small balls with the contact of the water, keeping
the non-solids micro-particles which exist in the water.

lActs in a quick form, allowing the maintenance of the
water clean and transparent.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

In order to avoid risk for the people and environment,

follow the following instructions of use.

Before applying the product, clean the glass of the pool. In

clean pools apply as first dosage 40ml of product per m3

of water.

As maintenance dosage apply 12.5ml of product per m3 of

water each 7-15 days.

In pools with a visible developing of algae (green water)

apply 40ml of product per m3 of water. Wait 24 hours and

pass the pool cleaner to eliminate the decanted algae. The

water will go directly to the wastepipe without passing

through the filter system. Stir before using. Compatible

with other products used for the treatment of the water of

pools. NEVER ADD IT AT THE SAME TIME AS THE CHLO-

RINE.

NON-FOAMING FLOCCU-

LANT ALGAECIDEBROCHE ALGIFLOC

APLICATIONS

Presentation
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Ref. H10103

l 5L in box of 4 uds.

l 10L in box of 2 uds.



Disinfectant for the treatment
and maintenance of water in

heated pools, spas, saunas, etc
in optimal conditions.

lWithout chloride smell. Facilitates the
hygienic treatment of the water in hea-

ted pools, spas and closed places.

lIts use eliminates the risk of infection
by microorganisms, what allows to

maintain in optimal hygienic conditions

the water.

lFacilitates the tuning task, and main-
tenance of the pool´s water, spas and

saunas, maintaining them in optimal

hygienic conditions for the bath.

lVery useful in all types of sport facili-
ties, hotels, big collectivities, heated

pools, wellness centers, etc.

PROPERTIES

lIt is made by a bromine derivative, very stable to the tem-
perature, pH and hardness of the water.

lEnergetic oxidant which possesses an excellent disinfec-
tant power against a wide variety of microorganisms, bac-

terium, algae and organic material.

lEasy use and dosage, it does not have residues or impu-
rity.

lThe products of bromine combination in the water with
organic amines which do not decrease the   disinfectant

efficiency of the bromine. This effect occurs with the deri-

vates of the chloride, which produce chloramines which

make to lose disinfectant efficiency and produce irritations

in ocular mucous, discoloration of clothes, etc.

lStable in hard waters and waters with elevated pH.

lIndicates for places where there is an irritating smell to
chloride.

lIt does not produce ocular mucous irritation or unplea-
sant smells.

lApproved product in D.G.S.P and S.L.N: 12-60-45-16.

INSTRUCTIONS OF USE

lFill the pool and check that the pH of the water is betwe-
en 7,2 and 7,6, on the contrary, add our NIVELATOR of pH.

lFill the dispenser of tablets of product. After that and
maintaining the bomb working, apply the diluted product in

water with automatic dispenser regulating the dispenser

until getting a necessary level of bromine.

lDOSAGE:
Private pools: 1-3 ppm. Public pools: 3-5 ppm.
Private spas: 2-4 ppm. Public spas: 4-6 ppm.

lFor the measure of bromine level, use a kit of bromine
and pH measure.

lDo diary controls to maintain the necessary bromine level.

lCheck weekly the level of tablets of the dispenser and
replace in function of consumption.

Consumption of product: private pools: 0,18 kg/10m3.
Public pools: 0,3kg/10m3. Private spas: 6-10g/day/1.1m3.
Public spas: 8-12g/day/1.1m3

DISINFECTANT FOR THE

WATER TREATMENT IN

POOLS AND SPASBROCHE-BROM
APLICATIONS
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Ref. H10118

l 5 Kg. in box of 4 uds.


